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SUMMARY
It is by now well known that one of the most useful 
applications of the Approximation Theory is in approxi­
mating the solutions of boundary-value problems, where 
the recently developed Method of Finite Elements, in 
all of its different versions, has become one of the 
most popular and effective means for the discretization 
of the continuous problem. The purpose of this study 
is twofold. &t fix-nt, an attempt has ueen made to 
present a unified treatment of the general multivariate 
approximation problem by bringing together the many 
published results concerning this problem. Then, the 
rate of convergence of the Finite Element Method is 
established which is found to depend upon the order to 
which the exact solution u can be approximated by the 
trial space of piecewise polynomials.
For organizational purposes the content of the whole 
analysis has been divided into three Parts. The first 
Part is primarily concerned with an introduction to the 
Finite Element Method. The intention of this introduc­
tion, mainly one of expository nature, is to present 
the three major steps implied by the numerical solution 
of boundary-value problems through direct variational 
methods; viz: the variational formulation of the
problem, the approximation of the solution of the
variational problem and finally, the numerical solution 
of the approximation problem.
Part II is exclusively devoted to the study of the multi­
variate approximation problem, where a distinction is 
made between three different approaches. In the first, 
Multivariate Pointwise Approximation of 5 2.2, the multi­
variate Hermite approximation technique is analysed and 
the result of Theorem I provides us with a pointwise ap­
proximation estimate obtained through the standard Taylor 
series approach. The domain n of the problem, assumed to 
be a polyhedral type domain, is decomposed into a finite 
number of n-simplices and this permits .us to consider the 
approximation problem over each n-simplex at a time. In 
the second approa h. Multivariate Sobolev Approximation 
of S 2.3, which from the mathematical point of view is 
more general than the first, the approximation problem 
is posed over the Sobolev spaces Hp(n), k a l ,  l$;p<», 
and certain results from functional Analysis are employed 
in order to compute the mean-square approximation esti­
mate of Theorem II. In particular, linear, functionals 
which annihilate polynomials of a certain degree or less 
are of central importance in the study of this general 
approximation scheme, in the third approach to the approxi­
mation problem, Approximation by Convolution of | 2.4, the 
possibility of approximating a function u which does not 
meet the necessary continuity requirements for its interpo­
lating polynomial to be defined is considered and the
outcome of this analysis is the result of Theorem III. 
Although Prof. G. Strang in a published paper on the 
Approximation of the Finite Element Method tackles the 
same problem by using Fourier transforms, I have used 
the general procedure of the previous paragraph 2.3 
over Sobolev spaces«in order to give, what I believe to 
be a more elegant mathematical treatment of this parti­
cular question of the approximation problem. Finally, 
for the sake of completeness only, an approximation 
technique over curved elements is briefly outlined in 
§ 2.5, a situation which is encountered very frequently 
in the various practical applications of the method.
Then, the convergence of the Finite Element Method been 
governed by a single fundamental principle, viz: with 
respect to the energy inner-product u(u,u) the approxi­
mate solution u^ is the projection of the exact solution 
u onto the subspace S^, the main theme of the analysis 
of the third Part consists of an appropriate utilization' 
of the approximation results of the second Part in order 
to compute the exact order of convergence of the finite 
element approximation to the exact solution u. Finally, 
the main purpose of the two simple examples, which are 
given at the very end, is to illustrate to some extent 
the procedure which is usually followed in practice in 
order to determine several error bounds between the exact 
solution u and its approximation u^. •
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PART I
FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEMS
1.1 INTRODUCTION
A widely used technique in approximating the solutions of 
boundary-value problems arising in the theory of partial 
differential equations is provided by the Finite Element 
Method which, from the mathematical point of view, falls 
into the framework of the classical Ritz-Galerkin technique. 
It operates on problems posed in the variational form rather 
than directly on the differential equation itself, which is 
the case with the well-known method of finite differences.
In order to implement the Finite Element Method, the domain 
0 is replaced by a finite number of subdomains ei = fi and 
certain families of functions are considered which have 
different analytical expressions within each subdomain e^. 
Then, by the term finite element we understand a closed 
subdomain ij, and a family of functions are allowed to 
occur within it. This family is a linear combination, with 
coefficients , of a finite number of basic functions so 
that each function of the family corresponds to ascribing 
particular values to the parameters q j\ The values of 
the components of the function and, possibly those of some 
of its partial derivatives at a certain number of points
placed on the boundary and, perhaps, in the interior of 
the finite elements, usually called nodes or nodal points, 
are chosen as parameters. Therefore, the approximate 
solution, which is computed separately within each element 
ej_, is assumed to be a linear combination:
- ■ - (i-D
of given basis functions ^^{x) and the parameters in 
(1-1) are computed from the underlying variational principle. 
For example, it may be required that the exact solution 
u(x) minimizes a given expression of potential energy 
corresponding to some physical system.
The crucial difference between the Finite Element Method 
and the classical Ritz-Galerkin technique lies in the con­
struction of the basis functions. In the former they are 
piecewise polynomials and their main feature is that they 
vanish over all but a fixed number of the elements into 
which the given domain £1 has been divided. The following 
two disadvantages of the classical Ritz approach contribute 
to the success of Finite Element Method:
(a) In practice, the construction of the basis functions
4j^(x) is only possible for some special domains £2, and
(b) even for these simple domains the method can be highly 
unstable.
Furthermore, the capability of dealing with arbitrary complex
geometrical r ;ions as well as the banded nature of the 
resulting f;- ? simultaneous linear equations of the
assembled p , are some more of the basic reasons
which have turned the balance of choice in favour of the 
new]y developed method of finite elements.
The true originators of the idea were the engineers, who 
regarded the method as a means of generating a discrete 
model of a physical system, and, for a number of complicated 
problems in elasticity and structural analysis the Finite 
Element Method superceded the then well-established method 
of finite differences. Only recently has the method 
become attractive to mathematicians and this is due to 
the latest developments in approximating theory and varia­
tional principles. Historically, however, the first idea 
goes back to Courant [9]. He suggested - in a lecture 
delivered some 35 years ago - a triangulation of the given 
domain and th .■ se of linear trial functions over each 
triangle in order to solve second order boundary-value prob­
lems. Prior to Courant, sine and cosine functions as well 
as Legendre polynomials were commonly used in approximation 
problems. On regular domains these functions are still 
entirely adequate, but for irregular regions the situation 
is completely different as these functions become almost 
useless. Although Courant1 s icLsa was forgotten, when finally 
it was recalled again - about 15 years after his remarkable 
lecture - and was combined with the newly developed theory 
on approximation of functions by piecewise polynomials (so 
far this new theory on approximation having been constructed
completely independent from what Courant had said in his 
lecture), was to be the most powerful technique for nume­
rical solution of partial differential equations: The
Finite Element Method.
In addition to the Ritz version of the Finite Element 
Method which requires the minimization of a certain func­
tional, there are also some other forms of the method for 
problems where convenient variational principles are not 
available. The most popular of these involve classical 
methods such as Galerkin, Least squares, Collation, etc. 
However, regardless of the principle applied, we shall 
always use the term Finite Element Method if the basic 
functions constructed have the above mentioned character­
istic property to being piecewise polynomials.
A fundamental mathematical problem is to determine how 
efficiently piecewise polynomials can approximate an un­
known solution u. In other w o r d s t o  f ' n  estimate 
for the error as closely as possible t termine how
rapidly the error decreases as the numbe . the finite 
elements e* is increased. Then, the accuracy of the 
approximation can be increased by simply refining the 
subdivision of the domain. Therefore, the following two 
important questions need an answer as far as the approxi­
mation problem is concerned:
1. What is the degree of the approximation which can be 
achieved by the Finite Element Method?
2. What is the error estimate for the difference u - 1%,
where u denotes the exact solution of the problem
and its finite element approximation?
The parameter h, of course, in some sense measures the 
size of the finite elements e^ so that we are working with 
a sequence of approximations with h 0. In recent years, 
much of the mathematical literature of the method has 
been concerned with forming a wider basis for the finite 
element approximation from the point of view of Functional 
Analysis and thus, without any doubt, the problem requires 
some sort of rigorous mathematical treatment in order to 
1 determine its order of converge- ;e.
1.2 VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
' In numerically solving a given partial differential equation,
we first express approximately the solution in terms of a 
t finite number of parameters and, since in general the solution
is sought in some class of functions, it is essential that 
I we are able to express any function of the class in terms
1 of a finite number of parameters with a reasonable accuracy.
1 Then, the given differential operator is transformed into
1 expressions relating these parameters and, if the differen-
] tial operator is linear, these relations are also linear
| and we are led to a linear system of algebraic equations.
 ^ Therefore, for the numerical solution of any differential
i  equation it becomes clear that the following two principles
l
are essential:
(i) The choice of the local parameters of the solution,
Ui) The use of an appropriate variational principle for 
transforming the given differential equation into 
relations among the parameters of the solution.
But, in order to answer these two questions, we first need 
some sort of notation:
1.2.1 The space L;(5):
Let fi bo a bounded and open domain in Rn with its boundary 
denoted by a Cl, and let
C(5) ,
where fi is the closed domain resulting from the combination 
of fi and 3fi, be the space of all real-valued functions 
defined on fi and which are continuous over 5. Then we 
denote by:
1.2 (a) or by HQ (fi) 
the space of all measurable functions u(x) defined on fi 
for which:
/ [u(x) ]2dx < «
with the integration being a Lebesgue integration. That is,
Lg(fi) = {u(x):/[u(x)]2dx < ” } (1.2)
and the real-valued function I .11 ^  ^  defined by:
lul. - (/Cu(x|]2dx)% . . . (1-3)
is known as the I^-ncrm of the function u(x) e L2 (r2).
One basic reason for the introduction of such a space 
of functions here is that the space Lg(n) is complete in 
the norm (1-3), whereas, the continuous space C(fi) is not. 
This means that, if £un (x)} is a sequence of functions 
in Ii2 (n) for whichs
I“n lxl ' as n * "
there exists a function u(x) in L2 (R) such that;
i V " )  - m) " °
Note that C(n) is a linear subspace of the space Lg(0) 
and another equivalent definition for the space L%(n) is 
that it is exactly the completion of the space C(fi) with 
respect to the norm (1-3). This property of completeness 
becomes quite important when we reach the stage of con­
structing approximate solutions of differential equations 
by employing certain variational principles, which is the 
case with the Finite Element Method. The space Lg(n) is 
a Hilbert space with an inner-product defined by:
(u,u)L2 ^  = /u(x).u(x)dx; u,v c L2 (fl)
1.2.2 The space H^(Q)
For any nonnegative integer k , let C (R) be the space of 
all the real-valued functions defined on fi and which have 
all their derivatives of up to the order k-th inclusive 
continuous over £2. Then, the space of functions defined
H^(n) = (u(x) : u(x) eL2(n); Dau{x) ehz (fi), for all |a| £k) . . . (1-4)
is the completion of the space C** (R) with respect to the 
following norm:
' " X . , - - -
ie, is the space of functions which together with
all their generalized derivatives of order up to the k 
inclusive are square-integrable over the domain £1, where:
a = (aj ,a2 ,...,an), |a| = _2ai.Da = — j----- — ,dx ^ d x v  dx2.. .d%
1=1 3X1 .3X2 .
we have used the usual multi-index notation. The space 
defined through (1-4) is a Hilbert space with an inner- 
product defined by;
(u,u) k = 1 (D0u,Dc‘U)t , - T. /D^uD^dx; u,u e ^ {(1)
ir(0) |a|sk L2 (£2) j a | sk ”
Corresponding to the norm defined by (1-5), we define a 
semi-norm by the formulas
Hk (Sl>
2 Id"uII.2 , . - I /[Dau] dx . . .  (1-6) 
M - k  l2 (“> l-l-k a
where, unlike the norm, the semi-norm is always zero for 
a function of degree less than k.
Finally, fo. - negative integer k, we can define, by using 
the principle • . -tudlity, the following negative norm:
where, of course, by the word negative we irsan that the 
index k is negative.
1.2.3 Symmetric, Positive and Positive Definite Differential 
Operators
Consider the following general linear boundary-value problem 
of order 2m in the n-variables x = (xj,X2 ,••*xn)s
I ull
ueHk (n)
A.u(x) = £ (x), x e . . (1-7)
subject to:
several essential and/or natural boundary conditions on 3ft . . .  (1-7)
For the 2m-th order differential operator A, defined 
through the equation (1-7), we say that it is:
1. symmetric, if the following condition is satisfied:
|AU'U,L2 ii!) "
for any two functions u and u from its field of defi­
nition. Furthermore, a symmetric operator A is said
2. positive, if:
for any function u from its field of definition, and 
where equality occurs if and only if u = 0,
3. positive definite or elliptic, if:
(Au,u) , .1 v I ulz . . . (1-8)
2 H (£1)
for some positive constant y and any function u from
its field of definition.
Then, one can easily prove that if the operator. A is posi­
tive, the equation (1-7) cannot have more than one solution: 
Indeed, suppose that it has two solutions ui and u2 such
Au; = f and Au2 = f 
or, by subtracting and using the fact that the operator 
A is linear:
A (u j —u2) = 0
Multiplying this equation scalarly by Uj - u2, we obtain:
(A(u1-u2! ,ui-u2)L2(!1) - 0
which means, since the operator A is assumed to be posi­
tive, that:
ui - u2 = 0, or = u2
1.2.4 The Equivalent Variational Problem
We introduce now equivalent variational approach to the 
problem (1-7) - (1-7)' rfhich is a matter of great impor­
tance in our entire analysis from the point of view that 
it provides a means for the discretization of the contin­
uous equation (1-7), ie,
The functional:
Flo) - (iu,u)Lj(0) - 2(f,u)L2|;) . . . (1-9)
is related to the differential equation (1-7) in the fol­
lowing way: if the equation (1-7) has a solution u, this
solution minimizes the functional (1-9) and, conversely, 
if there exists an element u which minimizes the functional 
(1-9) this same element u satisfies the equation (1-7).
This method of solving boundary-value problems by replacing 
the differential equation by the problem of minimizing a 
certain functional is usually called, the energy method and 
the particular functional F(u) the functional of the energy 
method- An equivalent form for the functional (1-9) is 
given through the following:
(1- 10)
where the second order term u(o,u) in (1-10) is obtained 
as a result of an integration by parts of the inner- 
product term (Av,v)^ ^  in (1-9) over the given domain 
n and by invoking the boundary conditions (1-7)' which 
are supposed to be satisfied by the functions u. We shall 
call the quantity a(u,u) the strain energy of the function 
u and its square root the energy norm - or natural norm - 
of the function u . It is this norm with respect to which 
the Ritz method is minimizing the functional F(u) and any 
error estimate will at the very first be given in terms 
of that kind of norm.
As far as the differential equation (1-7) is concerned, 
it is easily seen that the operator A is acting on the 
space of functions which are 2m-timos differentiable and 
satisfy all the boundary conditions imposed on an. That 
is, we say that the (unknown) exact solution u belongs 
to the space of functions Hgm (£l) , with the letter B refer­
ring to the boundary conditions. Then the natural question 
which arises is to find the admissible space of functions 
for which the functional (1-10), or equivalently (1-9), is 
well-defined so that the minimization process can proceed.
It is an easy matter to see, however, that, since the 
minimization can proceed as long as the functional F(u) 
remains finite and since the quadratic term e(u,v) in (1-10) 
involves derivatives of up to the order m-th inclusive only, 
the functional (1-10) will be well-defined for all the 
functions u which have all their generalized derivatives of 
up to the order m-th inclusive sguare-integrable over 55;
- 1 3 -
ie, for all the functions v which belong to the space
and, further, they are required to satisfy only the 
essential boundary conditions 03: the problem. This last 
observation comes out as an immediate consequence of the 
following general rule (see G. Strang and G. Fix [24] p.8} 
which distinguishes.between essential boundary conditions 
which remain and natural boundary conditions which go: 
'Boundary conditions which involve only derivatives of 
order s will make sense in the Hs-norm; those involving 
derivatives of order s or higher will be unstable and will 
not apply to the functions belonging in the space Hs.1 
Therefore, the corresponding admissible space of functions 
for the equivalent variational principle, defined through 
the functional (1-10), will be the subspace:
V c H*(0)
which satisfies the essential (homogeneous or inhomogeneous) 
bounda3"y conditions of the problem. Note that, the only 
difference between the spaces V and Hrtt(£2) is that the first 
contains all these functions:
which satisfy the essential conditions of -the problem. In 
the case where all the boundary conditions are natural, 
or of Neumann type, the two spaces V and Hm (£2) coincide.
Then, the result of our whole analysis so far is that the 
same solution u can be approximated either from the dif­
ferential equation (1-7) directly or from the correspond­
ing variational principle (1-10). In the first, we replace
each derivative of the given differential equation by a 
suitable difference quotient and we are led to a system 
of difference equations from which an approximate solution 
is obtained. This is ti’s finite difference scheme which 
operates directly on the differential equation. In the 
latter, however, we are looking for a function u which 
minimizes the quadratic functional (1-10) over the infinite­
dimensional space v, which means that we now have the 
enormous advantage of trying functions which do not belong 
to the originally admissible space Hgm (fi). Furthermore, the 
space V contains, by its construction, those functions u .provided 
they can be obtained as the limit of a sequence un in where
by the word limit we mean that the second order term of the energy 
functional (1-10) converges; ie,
a(u-un ,u-vn) -*• 0, as n -> «,
However, it can easily be proved that the energy norm o,(u,u) 
is equivalent to the H^norm defined by (1-5), ie, there exist two 
positive constants C, and C2 such that:
Cillun2- si a (u,u) s C2llui!2m . . . (1-11}
H (Q) H (ft)
so that, the completion of the space Hgm (n) to that of 
V can be carried out in either norm. We note here, however, 
that such an enlargement of the space from Hgm (n) to V does 
not lower the minimum value of the functional (1-10), since 
every new value of F(u) is the limit of old values E'(un ).
1.2.5 An Example
As example, consider the following second order partial
differential equation of elliptic type:
Au(x) = - l T7''(qi i = f(x), x € ft . . .  (1-12)
i,j = l i 13 3xj
subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions:
u(x) = 0, x s 3fi . . .  (1-13)
where the functions (x) , lii,js2, are real-valued 
functions with:
qij(x) e C1 (ft) 
and are such that:
(x) = q.^(x) , l£i ,js2, x e ft 
and satisfy the follovzing ellipticity condition:
I q. , (x) 5. C, 5 C! U| 2 . . .  (1-14)
i,j=l J * J
for any x e ft and any real number £ e Rz with 
U | 2 = 5f+C2. Then, a bilinear form a(u,u) on V x v,
where here V c H J(ft), can be derived by applying a formal
integration by parts on the inner-product term (A n , u ) ^  j
since the second term is always equal to zero because of 
the boundary condition (1-13). Thus,
from which, together with the ellipticity condition (1-14), 
we immediately get:
| a (u,u) 1 k Ci E / (^-) 2dx = Cjtl ull 2
i=i0 9xi h 1(n)
On the other hand, from (1-15), we have that:
  ...  . - ^ . ^ d x  = C2l!u||2
isi.jsa xg q ^  i , j = m  3xj 3xi Hi(fi)
where the constant
C2 = max. max. | q. .(x) |. 
15i,js2 xen ^
Finally, by combining the inequalities (1-16) and (1-17), 
we obtain:
CiIIull s |a<u,u) | s C2I u||
H 1 (fi) H 1 (£3)
which is the double inequality (1-11)
1.2.6 The Finite Element Approximation u^(x)
For the implementation of the Ritz technique in the Finite
Element Method, instead, the in finite-dimens ion al space V 
is replaced by a finite-dimensional snbspace
or, more precisely, by a sequence of finite-dimensional 
subspaces S^,h * 0, spanned by basis functions which 
normally are piecewise polynomials. Then, by a choice 
of local parameters we understand that each trial function 
uh s is expressed in terms of its nodal parameters 
which are the unknowns q^ of the discrete final system. 
Further, each of these nodal parameters is nothing more 
than the value, at a given node, say Zj, of either the 
function uh itself or one of its derivatives (eg see [24]), 
ie,
q. -
with the operator being of zero order in the case where 
the parameter is just the function value. To each of 
these nodal parameters g^ we associate a basis function 
*j(x) which is defined through the following condition:
which simply states that at the node z^ the value of the 
function Dj*j(x) is one and zero at all the others. Thus, 
with respect to the nodal points z^ and the operators Dj, 
the basis functions ^  (>:) constitute an interpolating 
basis for the trial space S^; ie, any function uh c can 
be expressed by a combination:
oh (x) = Eqj*j (x)
and, furthermore, they must be chosen to satisfy the 
following conditions:
1. They are piecewise continuous over the entire domain fl.
2. They have compact support over ft or, more precisely, 
their support is decreased as the number of the nodal 
parameters is increased.
3. They satisfy the essential boundary conditions of the 
problem at hand, and
4. / $ . (x) $ . (x) dx = 0
Q *■ 3
for most of the pairs (i,j).
Over the new subspace now, the quadratic functional 
(1-10) is replaced by the following:
F(u.) = a(oh iUh) - 2(f,vh) . . . (l-ll
n n n n L2 (fi)
and if the domain ft is decomposed into a number, say M, 
of finite elements e^, such that
” '  i-l61
the space integral on the right-hand side of (1-18) can 
be split up into M parts:
(1-19)
and the minimization of the above functional over the space 
will give us the optimal parameters Qj for which the 
approximate solution
"t, - '  W
is obtained. In more detail, the basic computation in 
the evaluation of the energy functional (1-18) is carried 
out, at first, over each element e^ separately;
mu,.)] = [ct(uh ,uh) D - 2(f,uh) . . . (1-20)
or, by substituting the expression of the trial function:
uh =  ^qj (x)
over each element e . at a time into (1-20), we get:
CF{uu) ] = a(£q,%:L(x) ,t q-^/Cx)) - 2 (f, Eq. V  1(x))
n ei 3 j ^ 3 3 L2(ei)
Thus, there are two main problems, first to compute the 
element stiffness matrices K ^ and the element load vectors 
F within each element e^ and second to assemble them over 
the entire domain $2:
M ^ m e^ - e-j ^ f? T T
F(uh) = Z CF(vh)3 = 2 (qT) K q - 2 £ (g ) ^  1 = qTKg-2q1F
to obtain the functional F{u^) which is a function of the 
parameters q = (qi,q2»...,qn ) < where n here denotes the 
number of unconstrained nodes of the partition of the 
domain $2 and, consequently, the dimension of the subspace 
Sh . Then, the first derivative of F(v^) with respect to 
each parameter q_. , 1 £ j £ n , is put equal to zero leading 
to a system of n equations in the n unknowns q^. , 1 s j s n :
KQ = F . . .  (1-21)
The equations (1-21) are linear if the problem is linear, 
and non-linear if the problem is non-linear. Because each 
point of the subdivision is coupled only to its neighbouring 
points, the matrix K in (1-21) is a sparse and symmetric 
matrix with all its ncn-zero elements being banded around 
the main diagonal.
1. 3 CONVERGENCE OF THE METHOD
The main problem, which from the mathematical point of 
view lies at the very centre of the theory' of the Finite 
Element Method, is that of giving an estimate for the error 
between the exact solution u and its finite element approxi­
mation , or, since the function u minimizes the quadratic 
functional (1-10) over the infinite-dimensional space V 
and the function minimizes the quadratic functional 
(1-18) over the finite-dimensional subspace S^cV, between 
the minimizing function over V and the minimizing function
As a first step in this direction, we shall first prove 
that the approximate solution u^ e satisfies the fol­
lowing equation?
a(u ,u. ) = (f,uh) , for all the functions v. e S. . . .  (1-22) 
h n n L2(R) n n
or, by considering the whole of the space V instead of
the subspace , that:
b (u ,u) = (f,u)L2 , for all the functions u e V . . .  (1-23)
We say that the equation (1-2 3) expresses the vanishing 
of the first variation of the functional F(u) in any direc­
tion u e V, while equation (1-22) expresses the vanishing 
of the first variation of F (u^) in the direction of the 
particular function uh s S^.
Indeed, since the function uh minimizes (1-18) over S^, 
we can write:
F(u^) s F(uh+suh), for all ^  e ^  and any scalar e e R 
Then, since;
E'<V “ h) " ” 2 « . V E”h>b; (n)
= + 260(1^ ,1^ ) + e2«(uh,uh) - 2(f,uh)_
L2(n) 1,(0)
and since the perturbed functional Ffu^+eu^ is quadratic 
in e and attains its minimum value for e = 0, we have:
for .11 ^
which is exactly the equation (1-22). The second equation, 
(1-23) is nothing more than a natural generalization of 
the first.
1.3.1 The Minimum Principle
An important characterization of the approximate solution 
e Sh usually known as the minimum principle and which 
constitutes the foundation of the entire convergence 
analysis is the following: Suppose that the function
u minimizes the functional (1-10) over the full admissible 
space V c Hm (G) and let be any finite-dimensional sub­
space of V. Then,
a (u-u. ,u-u. ) = win a (u-u, ,u-u. ) . . . (1-24)
where uh again denotes the finite element approximation
Indeed, for any two functions u,usV, we have:
F(u) - F(u) = a (u,u) -2{f,u)L a(u,o) + 2 (f , u)L2 (Q j =
= a(u,u) - a (u,u) + 2 ,
or, by using the equality (1-2 3), that:
F(u) -F(u) =a(u,u) -a(u,u) +2a(u,u-u) =a(u,u) -o(u,u) + 2a(u,u) - 2e(u. 
= a(u,u) - 2a(u,u) + a(u,u).
F(u) -F(u) =a(u-v,u-u) , for aiy functicns u,u e V . . . (1 
from (1-25) now, and for u e and u 5 u^, we get: 
min a(u-u^,u-u^) f a(u-u^,uru^) = F(u^)-F(u) s F(u^ ) - F(u) =
= a(u-uh ,u-uh)
Therefore,
min cttu-u^u-iy 5 a(u-u^,u-u^) s a(u-u^,u-u^)
°heSh
from which we obtain:
min o(u-u ,u-u ) = a(u-u ,u-u )
v s .
which completes the proof.
Next, if we subtract the following equation from the 
equation (1-22):
a(u,uh> = (f,uh) , for all
h L 2(a)
,u) =
.-25)
which is the same as equation (1-2 3) applied for any 
function uh c S^, we get:
a (u-uh ,uh) = 0, for all u^, e S,,. . . .  (1-261
This is the most remarkable result which has been obLained 
so far. Equation (1-26) states that, with respect to the 
energy inner-product a{u,u) , th<3 finite element solution 
uh is the projection of the exact solution u onto the space 
Sh , or, what is the same thing, that the error u-u^ is 
orthogonal to the subspace S^. As a result, the problem 
of oonvergenae in the Finite Element Method becomes a 
problem in the approximation theory and our main task is 
to estimate the distance between the function u and the 
subspaae S^.
Nevertheless, it if not necessary to work directly with 
the finite element solution u^. Instead, it is sufficient 
to consider any conveniently derived polynomial from the 
finite-dimensional space which is as close to the
exact solution u as possible. Then, since, by virtue of 
the minimum prinicple (1-24), the approximate solution 
is always closer to u than any other function of the space 
we can immediately obtain a first upper bound for the 
difference between the function u and its finite element 
approximation uh in terms of the energy norm. For such 
a conveniently derived polynomial. however, close enough 
to the exact solution u, we choose its interpolating
polynomial and, thus, us are faced with a problem in 
approximation theory of giving an upper hound for the error 
between the function u and its interpolating polynomial.
The construction of such an interpolating polynomial, as 
will be seen in the sequel, is always possible for any 
function u which assumes any order of continuity over the 
entire domain n .
1.3.2 Consistency Plus Stabtlity Implies Convergence
Let us consider once more the equation (1-26) applied to 
the function u^ c S^, viz:
“ ‘" ' " h - V  ‘ uh  « sh
t.(u,»h) - «(»h ,»h)
Then, by using this result, we obtain:
a(u-uh ,u-uh) = a (u,u) - a(u,uh) - a(u^,u) + “ ( % / % )  =
= a(u,u) - a<uh ,uh)
a(u-uh ,u-uh ) = a(u,u) - a ( , u^) . . . (1-27)
and equation (1-27) expresses the Pythagorean theorem for 
the Finite Element Method: the energy of the error is
always oqual to the error in the energy. Then, since:
a(u-uh ,u-uh ) 2 0
from (1-27), we get
a(uh ,uh ) 5 a(u,u) . . .  (1-28)
so that the energy in the finite element approximation 
is always bounded by that of the exact solution u. 
Therefore, if we identify the inequality (1-28) with the 
stability condition of the method and the approximability 
- given that u can be approximated by the subspace - 
with the consistency condition, then, by virtue of the 
fundamental principle in Numerical Analysis, ie, consis­
tency plus stability implies convergence and conversely, 
the convergence in the Finite Element Method does occur 
within the subspace and its order immediately follows 
from the minimum principle (1-24).
As far as the finite-dimensional subspace is concerned,
hereafter, we make the following two basic assumptions:
1. is of general degree k-1; ie,it contains within
each of its elements all the polynomials of degree 
less than or equal to k-1, and
2. for any subdivision of the domain 0 into finite ele­
ments , a uniformity condition is supposed to be satis­
fied by them, as the space parameter h * 0.
This last condition imposed on the finite elements themselves 
is merely a geometrical condition which avoids degenerate
elements. Then, under these two conditions, and by using 
the results of the approximation theory of the next part, 
we shall prove that:
Hk (D)
. . (1-29)
for any function u e H^(n), where m in (1-29) denotes the
order of the highest derivative which is involved in the 
bilinear form a(u,v), C is some numerical constant which 
does not depend on the function u and the parameter h and
to estimate a bound for the quantity lui v in terms of
H (n)
the second part of the original differential equation then, 
we have in (1-29) an o priori error bound which only uepends 
on the data of the problem at hand. Furthermore, since the 
minimum principle (1-24) holds irrespective of homogeneous 
or inhcmogeneous essential boundary conditions, the same 
is true for the error estimate (1-29) r.u.' ...t depends only 
on the order to which the solution u can Us approximated 
by the trial space composed, by construction, of piece-
wise polynomials.
Next, from the estimate (1-29) combined with the ellipticity 
condition (1-16), we get the following result concerning, 
this time, the Hm-norm:
I u-u. I _ = 0(hk-m) . . . (1-30)
h H (n)
A less straightforward problem,however, is to give an
Hk U>
is either a semi-norm or a norm. If we are able
estimate for the difference between u and in terms of 
a different norm I -II Hs ^  ' with s being smaller or larger 
than m. In thij case the application of the so-called 
Nitsche triak gives for the Hs-norm the following rate 
of convergence:
I u-ujl = 0(hk-s+h2 (k™m) ) . . . (1-31)
^  H (flj
Nevertheless, in almost all practical applications of the 
method, the first exponent in (1-31) governs the rate of 
convergence and this is in agreement with the results of 
the approximation theory upon which the convergence of the 
Finite Element Method depends.
PART n
THE GENERAL MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM
2.1 FINITE ELEMENTS AND APPROXIMATING SUBSPACES
The expansion of the Finite Element Method has reached 
such a point nowadays that it has become one of the most 
popular and effective methods for the numerical solution 
of partial differential equations, particularly for 
elliptic equations. At the same time, it is a well-known 
fact that the main reason for the success of the method 
is reflected by its capabi .Lty of dealing with complex 
geometrical regions by using arbitrarily shaped simple 
elements. Nevertheless, for reasons of simplicity, we 
restrict our attention at present to polyhedral type 
domains only and we shall examine in a later section of 
this Part the effect which an arbitrary curved domain has 
on the general approximation problem. Therefore, suppose 
that we are given a bounded and open subset Q of the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn whose n-polygonal boun­
dary we denote by *0 . The implementation of the Finite 
Element Method starts with a partition (or subdivision 
or general triangulation)i
A:(e.}
1 iel
(2-1)
of the domain fl into a finite number of pieces c n, 
which we always call fin.te elements. We denote by 0^ the
interior of the union of these elements and by 30^ its
respective boundary. The parameter h simply refers to 
the mesh spacing introduced by the particular partition 
(2-1). Note that, for our particular choice of the domain 
$2 the boundaries 30 and 30^ coincide. Then, we say that 
a family such elements e^ = 0 constitute any admis­
sible triangulation of the domain 0, if and only if the 
following two basic conditions are satisfied:
(i) u e. = 0
where 0 is the closed domain resulting from the
combination of £2 and 30, and
(ii) If e^ and e^ « T^, then, either e^ = ej ' or
e^ 0 6 ^ =  0, or and have a commcn vertex or
Over each element e^, a finite number of points - usually 
called nodes or nodal points - are specified, some of which 
are common to several adjacent elements of the given trian­
gulation. These points constitute a set of interpolat­
ing points which in a unique fashion, and over each element 
e^ at a time, define an appropriate interpolating polynomial 
with a certain degree of continuity over the entire domain 
fi. This order of continuity is required for the space 
to be a subspace of the energy space H (n), ie , to be more
precise, for the case where:
Sh H (n)
the trial functions e are required to have m-1 con­
tinuous derivatives between interslament boundaries since, 
then, the m-th derivative will at most have a finite 
jump between adjacent elements and, therefore, it is pos­
sible for the energy to be found over the entire domain 
n by adding the separate contributions from within each 
element. Nevertheless, since the interpolating points 
are most frequently associated with several adjacent 
elements, the basis functions <^{x) corresponding to these 
points, one or more with each point, constitute only parts 
of the complete basis function associated with such a 
point of the triangular network. In order to obtain the 
complete basis function at any node, we have to add up 
all the appropriate parts associated with the elements 
adjacent to the node. Before giving a brief description 
of some of the approximating subspaces S^, we note that 
the subspace is decomposed, with respect to the parti­
cular subdivision of the domain £1 satisfying the conditions 
(.1) and (ii) , into a finite number of subspaces such that:
where, again, by e^ we understand the closed element e^ 
resulting from the combination of ei and its boundary, 
and we are only concerned with the construction of such
subspaces S^(e^;T^) for several types of elements e^.
As far as the dimension of the space is concerned, 
which is exactly the number N of the free parameters of 
the trial functions uh e S^, alv/ays coincides with the 
number of the unconstrained nodes. A node in the boun­
dary where the function uh is required to vanish, for 
example, or to equal to some other prescribed value, is 
constrained and will not count to the dimension of the 
subspace. With the natural boundary conditions assigned 
to the boundary nodes, however, the situation is completely 
different. There is no constraint on the trial functions 
°h 6 Sh ?tna the dimension of the subspace equals the 
total number of the interior and boundary nodes.
There are two main categories of elements into which the 
given domain n can be divided, viz: either n-simplices
(triangles for n=2, tetrahedra for n=3, etc) or unit 
n-hypercubes (unit squares for n=2 , unit cubes for n=3,
2.1.1 The Simplicial Finite Element
For the first, let (n+1) points ,1 s i s  n+1 be given 
in Rn with co-ordinates:
ali'a2i '*'''ani' 1 s 1 5 n+1 
and suppose that the matrix:
"11 "13 '
“21 aZZ •
* l,n+l 
' tt2 ,n + 1
is non-singular.
It is well-known that, i£ x e Rn with co-ordinates 
(x !,x2 ,...,xn ), it is uniquely represented in terms of 
the barycentric co-ordinates:
P,,1 s i s n+1
through the formula:
x = I P.O., where E P. = 1 
i=l 1 1  i=l 1
Then, from (2-3) combined with (2-2) , we can get: 
n+i n+i
x, = E P.a.,, SP. = 1, i s i s n  . . .  (2-4
1 j=i J j=i 3
which is a system of (n+1) linear equations and from which
the vector:
iPl,p2 ' ,pn+l,T 
corresponding to any given point:
(xl(x2 ,... ,xn)T 
may be determined. The result is a linear, but generally 
non-homogeneous, function of x:
where the matrix B = (b^j) in (2-5) is exactly the inverse 
matrix of (2-2). We call the closed convex hull Sn of 
the (n+1) points a^, Isisn+l (ie, the set of points of 
Rn with barycentric co-ordinates satisfying osp^sl, Isisn+l), 
the n-simplex generated by these points. The points 
Ojy lsisn+1, themselves constitute the vertices of the 
simplex. Furthermore, we define:
a. The barycenter G of §n as that point of the simplex 
whose barycentric co-ordinates are all equal, and, 
therefore equal to 1/n+l.
b. An m-dimensional face of Sn as the m-simplex, lsmin-1, 
generated by (m+1) vertices of S . For an example of 
a 1-dimensional face we refer to the edge of the 
triangle.
, 1 s i s m+1
are (m+1) members of the set {a.}
1 1
m+1 m+1
H = Cx e Rn : x = $ P.a. , 2 P, = 1)
m i»l 1 ki i=l 1
a hyperplane in Rn of dimension m. This hyperplane 
contains the m-face defined by (b). 
d. Let k be a fixed positive integer and let 2^ denote 
the following set of numbers:
{0,1/k ,2/k,. .. ,,k-l/k,l}
Then, with the n-stmplex Sn defined above, we 
associate the discrete set of points;
Sn (k) = {xe R^ z = 1} . . (2-6)
which we call the k-tn order principal lattice of the 
simplex S^. it contains exactly?
members which, in the practical applications of the 
Finite Element Method, constitute the interpolating 
points of the simplex.
Given a function u(x), with x = ( x ^ .,x^) an n-variable, 
defined over a (k-l)-st order principal lattice associated 
with the simplex S and assuming a certain degree of con­
tinuity over the closed element Sn , the approximation 
problem can be described in a few words as follows: The
values of the function u(x) are interpolated at the points 
a o f the set (k-l) . This is the general Lagrange inter­
polation problem. In addition to the values of the function 
u(x) at the points a^ e S n (k-l), the values of some of its 
partial derivatives at several points of the set (k-l) 
are also interpolated. This is the general Hermite inter­
polation problem. In either case, however, given a func­
tion u(x) which is defined at a finite number of points 
Oi e S n (k-l) and assumes a certain degree of contiuity over 
the simplex Sn , its (Lagrange or Hermite) interpolating 
polynomial of general degree (k-l) is given through the 
formula:
i1+i2+...+in£k-i 11,121
where the coefficients C. , , in (2-7) are uniquely
3-1 /12 z • • • fin
determined through the interpolating constraints. Then, 
by introducing the barycentric co-ordinates in our analysis, 
we consider the following special cases for the polynomial 
(2-7):
1. k=2. The interpolating polynomial is linear:
, v i, i2 i n+1
. . . . ( 2-6)
where u(o ' . is is n+1, are the values of the function 
u(x) at the points aj_6Sn (-^  - ie, the vertices of 
the simplex §n - and $ j1 ^ (x) , is i s n+1, are the basis 
functions as Xated with the points ct^ , 1 s i s n+1, 
and which, however, coincide with the barycentric co­
ordinates of the point x e Rn with respect to the (n+1) 
vertices of the simplex. Obviously:
1 s i, j s n+1
and, therefore, they constitute a class of linear 
basis functions ove. the simplex S^. They are 
related to the Cartesian co-ordinates through the 
formula:
"/Wl
I
where A is the same as the matrix (2-2) and, since 
it has been assumed to be non-singular, we can get:
X2
41}
- a"1.
X2
41} xn
,d)
The two transformation formulae (2-9) and (2-10) 
between Cartesian and barycentric co-ordinates (since 
4 ^  (x) = p^.lsisn+l) are of exceptional importance 
since they may transform any element of an arbitrary 
(but straight) shape into its standard form - it is 
always easier to work in terms of the right triangle, 
eg, than one of arbitrary shape - and vice versa. The 
interpolating polynomial (2-8) is defined by P.G. Ciarlet 
and W. Wagsehal [6j as the interpolating polynomial of 
type I, with the interpolating polynomial of type II 
baring the following:
:,=3. The interpolating polynomial is quadratic:
i, i, i
u,!2’ (X) ' Z U, , . X,. X, ...ii+ig+.-.lniZ     2
E u(aVti2ta) + Z U(«. .) J4x) . . . (2-11)
i=i I'M 3 3
w
where u(a ) are the values of the f:mction u(x) at 
the vertices a^. Is isn+l, of the simplex §n and
the values of the function at the mid-points 
of the edges (0^,0 )^ generated by the vertices ct^  
and a j , IS 1 , j s n-t-l, with the convention that we 
always have:
aij = a ^ ,  1 s i, j s n+1 
Note that the set of points:
constitute a secuid-order principal lattice for the 
simplex S . Furthermore, the basis functions in 
(2-11) are given, in terms of the linear basis func-
. . . (2-12)
3. k=4. The interpolating polynomial is cubic:
(,) -^i n+l (-,)
i/j=l
i j^
i,j ,k=l
where the set of points:
.}
constitute a third-order principal lattice ror v.r.s 
simplex §n ; ie,
“iij “ i2aj_+ajV3, 1 5 i, jfin+1, i^ j
+ej+ak)/3, isi, j,k<n+l, 1 / j f k
and the basis fmctions can be given, in terms of the
4y(x) - g/Z^11 tj1’ . isi-, j sn*l. . . . 12-14)
Nevertheless, within each 2-face of the simplex generated 
by the vertices and c^, 1 s i, j ,k s n'+l, i ^ j f k ,  and
with the point being its barycenter, the values
of the function u(x) at the points:
“ijk " (a1+aj+ak)/3, 1 * 1 , j ,k s n+1, i f6 j / k 
in (2-13) can be replaced by a linear combination of the
linear basis functions ij> ^  (x) , 1 s ± < n+1, as follows:
+ V6[u(a^) + u(aj) + u(n^ ) ] .
This technique, widely used by the engineers, merely elimi­
nates the internal nodes and, even though in this case the 
order of accuracy of the Finite Element Method is decreased 
by one, it is quite often applied in practice since the com­
puting time which is needed is considerably decreased.
For example, following M. Zlamal £30], consider the case 
where n=2, ie, the simplex §n becomes a triangle, and no 
boundary conditions are prescribed for the trial functions. 
Also assume that the domain G is a unit square which has 
been decomposed into 2n2 triangles by dividing it, first, 
into n2 squares of equal sides 1/n and, then, every such 
square into two triangles. The total number of vertices 
constructed so far by this triangulation equals (n+1)2 .
On the other hand, the computer time needed to solve the 
final linear system KQ = F is proportional to Nw2 , where 
N is the number of equations in the system and 2w + 1 the 
band width of the stiffness matrix K. If polynomials with 
ten parameters over each triangle - which correspond to 
the three vertices, the three mid-points of the edges and 
the centroid of the triangle - are used, we have that:
N = 3 (n+1)2 + 2n2
w = 5 (n+1)
in which case the computer time needed approximately amounts
N w 2 = [ 3 (n+1) 2+2iiz >25 (n+l) 2 a 12 Sn1*
On the contrary, if polynomials with nine parameters are 
used - the tenth parameter corresponding to the centroid 
of the triangle having been eliminated by a linear combi­
nation similar to that given by the formula (2-15) - over 
each triangle, we have:
N = 3 (n+1) 2
for which case:
Nw2 = 3 (n+1) 2 (3n+5) 2 a 21n'* 
which means that by eliminating the internal node we can 
save approximately 78% of the computer time.
However, since the dimension of the subspace grows 
enormously fast with k, an interesting problem arises from 
the possibility of imposing further constraints on the 
interpolating function without destroying either the 
approximation properties or the simplicity of the local 
basis. Thus, for k = 4, we consider the following cubic 
Hermite interpolating polynomial which can uniquely be 
determined through the interpolating constraints:
(i) u ^ U . ) = u(ai) , 1 sn+l
(ii) = u(aijk)' “ijk* (ai+aj+“k>,/3' lsi' j'ksn+1-
(iii) = Du(a ^ ), 1 s i < n+1.
Then, the interpolating polynomial - although rarely used
because of its complexity - is given through the formula 
(see A.P. Mitchell [143) :
■ 1/6 I :27u(a„t> -Tlutaj+dlaj+ufajn.t,111*!11**11 + 
i,j A-l 3K i ] K 1 ] K
£ Du(o.) (o.o.)* 
i,j=l 1 1 3
W
^ 1J - E Du(a )(«
1 i,j,k=i
V j A
where (cT^ Oj) denotes the length of the edge generated by 
the vertices and cy, 1 <i,j sn+1, i/j. Again, the values 
of the function u(x) corresponding to the internal 
nodes 1 s i , j ,k < n+1, i/j^k, can be eliminated by a
substitution, in terms of the others, of the following
u(ayk) = l/3["u(ai)+u(aj)+u(ak)]- l/6[Du(a^ '(a^ -a^ j^ .) +Du(aj)-(aj-aijk) +
+ Du(o^), ] • • • (2-17)
and a considerable amount of computer time can again be 
saved.
2.1.2 The Hypercubic Finite Element
As far as the second main category of elements mentioned 
earlier is concerned, ie, the unit n-hypercube ffn , let 
ka 1 be any integer and let denote the following set 
of numbers:
Nk = {0,1,2...,k)
Then, in an exactly analogous way as for the n-simplex 
described earlier, we call the closed convex hull of the
nn (k) = {x e Rn ... ,-jp-) , ij e Nk , 1 s j s n)
. . . (2-18)
the unit n-hypercube ffn of Rn . The set of points nn (k), 
defined by (2-18 -ins exactly (k+1)2 members which,
as for the &et ' -he simplex §n , in the practical
applications of the i- -uite Element Method constitute the 
discrete set of interpolating points for the hypercubic 
element. Thus, suppose that a function u(x), x = (x; ,x2,... ,x^ ) e 
is an n-variable, is defined over the set of points nn (k-1) 
associated with the hypercube n and ass. ones a certain 
degree of continuity over the closed element ir^ . Then, we 
define its (Lagrange or Hermite) interpolating polynomial 
of general degree (k-1) as the unique polynomial of that 
degree which interpolates the values of the function u(x) 
together, perhaps, with the values of some of its partial 
derivatives at several points 01 j_ G nn (k-1) . This polynomial
in its general form is given through the formula:
Finally, we only mention here that, the technique of 
elimination of the internal nodes can be applied in the 
same way for the hypercubic element, as it was for the 
n-simplex, leading to the serendipity family of elements 
frequently used in engineering applications.
2.1.3 Finite Elements in the Plane
In the case of a planar domain fi, the triangle or 2-dimen­
sional simplex is the most widely used finite element in 
practice. Among other reasons justifying its great 
popularity are the following two:
1. Any artibrarily curved domain in the space R2 can be
approximated by a polygon which, in turn , can always
be divided into a finite number of triangles, and
2. the boundary of any curved domain can a-.vays better
be approached by using a refined mesh of triangles.
Of course, there are also some advantages as far as the 
rectangular element is concernod. It can be used for the 
interior of the domain, where there are fewer of them 
than triangles, and it seems that an appropriate mixture 
of triangular and reefangular elements can produce an
excellent subdivision of any domain in the plane. The 
crucial point, however, when such a mixture of finite 
elements is involved, is to make sure that the required' 
degree of continuity of the interpolating function across 
the jvnction is secured. In analogy with the interpolating 
polynomial (2-7) defined over the simplex Sn , over the 
triangle T we have the polynomial:
ujk "1>(x,y) = V  C , . x V  . . . (2-20)
i+j=o 1J
which simply interpolates the values - and probably those 
of some of its partial derivatives - of a function u(x,y) 
which is well-defined over a (k-l)-st order principal 
lattice S2 (k-1) associated with the triangle T. For the 
particular value of k=2, however, the polynomial (2-20) 
is uniquely determined by its values at the three vertices 
of the triangle and the corresponding linear trial sub­
space exactly coincides with that proposed by Courant 
[9] some 35 years ago. Then, the quadratic and cubic 
polynomials immediately follow from the polynomial (2-20) 
and for the values of k=3 and k=4, respectively, in 
analogy to those described earlier for the simplicial 
element. However, for any particular value of the para­
meter k, the interpolating polynomial (2-20) reduces to 
a polynomial of degree (k-1) in one variable s measured 
along the edge of the triangle. This feature is in common 
with all the triangles of the given triangular network, 
and, therefore, the interpolating function (2-20) is of
class C° over the entire domain 0. Nevertheless, instead 
of interpolating the function u(x,y) at a largu number of 
points, and thus increasing the dimension of the subspace 
Sh , it is possible to impose further constraints on the 
interpolating function without destroying the accuracy 
of the approximation. Thus, for k=4, we are faced with 
the Hermite cubic interpolating polynomial which is uniquely 
determined by the values of the Junction u ,yj as well as 
those of its first-order partial derivatives at the three 
vertices of the triangle. This polynomial, also being of 
class C° over the domain n , cannot be used for the solution 
of fourth order equations where a C1 continuity for the 
trial functions is required. For the construction of such 
an interpolating polynomial we demand that, not only the 
function be continuous between adjacent triangles but 
also, its normal derivatives as well. This gives rise 
to the quintic polynomial which is very useful in prac­
tice and which is determined by the values of the function 
u(x,y) and those of its first- and second-order partial 
derivatives at the three vertices of the triangle as well 
as the values of its normal derivatives at- the mid-points 
of the edges. Finally, note that by using the following 
transformation formula:
X Xj
•y = yi
i i
the polynomial (2-20) c
x2 x3 
Yz Y3 . . . (2-21)
:an be transformed into an equivalent
polynomial whose basis functions are expressed in terms of 
the barycentric co-ordinates <Pj,P2» i1 of the point x e R2 
with respect to the three vertices ■ - (xj,yi) , a; = (x2,y2)
and a3 = (x3,y3) of the triangle T.
On the other hand, again over a planar domain R , and with 
the interpolating polynomial (2-19) defined over the unit 
hypercube for the unit square S = [0,1] x [0,1] we 
have the following polynomial:
(k-U k-l k-l . .
(x,y) = ^  Z bijx y • • - (2-22)
which, again, interpolates the values - and perhaps those 
of some of its partial derivatives - of a function u(x,y) 
which is well-defined over a specified set of points
e n2 (k-l) given through the formula (2-18). Note that 
any rectangular element [a,b] x [c,d] can be transformed 
into the unit square element [0 ,1] * [0 ,1] through the 
following transformation:
For the particular value of k=2, the interpolating poly­
nomial (2-22) is a bilinear function - ie, it is linear 
with respect to each one of the two variables whenever 
the other is kept fixed - and is uniquely determined by 
its values at the four vertices of the square. This • in 
analogy to the linear case described over the triangle,
corresponds to the simplest construction of the bilinear 
trial subspace S^, whereas, the values of k= 3 and k=4 
give rise to the biquadratic and bicubic polynomials 
respectively. However, again, instead of interpolating 
the function u(x,y) at a large number of points we may 
impose further constraints on the interpolating function 
provided that by doing so we do not destroy the accuracy 
of the approximation. This, for the value of k=4, gives 
a Hermite bicubic interpolating polynomial which is 
uniquely determined by the values of the function u(x,y) 
and those of its partial derivatives:
3u(x,y) 3u(x,y) 32u(x,y)
3x ' 3y ' 3x3y
at the four vertices of the square. Let us -omment a 
little further on that polynomial. Suppose that the domain 
n is of rectangular type and has been divided into a finite 
number of rectangular elements which, in turn, through the 
transformation formulae (2-23) can be transformed into 
unit squares. Then, for any internal node, each basis 
function has a support of four squares over the entire sub­
division, whereas, for any boundary node - not a corner 
node its support is only two elements. Furthermore, 
fr -i rt'.de in the corner, the support of the corresponding 
basis function is only one element. Since continuity of 
the first derivative is also secured between interelement 
boundaries, the Hermite bicubic interpolating polynomial 
belongs to the class of functions C lfl. In general, we
say that a function u{x,y) belongs to the class C 1'-^ , if 
the derivatives:
..u(x,y)
9y
are continuous over the entire region. An alternative 
interpolating polynomial, however, to the Hermite bicubic 
function is provided by the bicubic spline function. It 
is the tensor product of two cubic splines in the one­
dimensional apace and its support is sixteen elements, 
provided that the associated node is not on the boundary 
or adjacent to the boundary. The continuity of the bicubic 
spline is of class C2 '2 instead ot C 1'2 of the Hermite 
bicubic. Furthermore, for a C4 '4 continuous polynomial 
we may consider the tensor product of the two quintic 
splines in one dimension. Its support now has been in­
creased considerably to thirty-six elements and this fact 
makes the biquinfcic spline rather difficult to handle.
We point out, however, that whereas the support of the 
splines increases with the order of the spline - it is 
4k2 elements for a spline of degree 2k-1 -, the support 
of the Hermite f m e t  ion remains unchanged at the four 
elements irrespective of the order of the polynomial.
The difference, of course, is that the splines give greater 
continuity, viz t
c2 (k-1),2 (k-l) 
instead of 1 1 of the Hemite function.
2.1.4 The Quadrilateral Element and the Isoparametric 
Technique
The important situatir-i which arises in considering the 
quadrilateral element is that, the continuity which was 
achieved by the interpolating polynomial between adjacent 
rectangular elements does not, in general, hold between 
arbitrary quadrilaterals. For example, consider the bi­
linear function defined through the formula (2-22) and 
k=2. If the two quadrilaterals are joined by a line:
then, along that edge, the bilinear function reduces to 
a quadratic and, thus, cannot uniquely be determined from 
the values of the function "(x ,y) at the two vertices only. 
It reduces to a linear polynomial along that edgo if and 
only if the edge is horizontal or vertical. The possibi­
lity, however, of achieving a C° continuity for the inter­
polating function over an overall quadrilateral network 
becomes a challenging mathematical problem and a practical 
technique employed for its solution is the’ following: 
change the co-ordinates in such a way that the quadrila­
teral becomes a rectangle - or rather a unit square - and 
the interpolating functions in the new co-ordinates are 
admissible. This is the well-known isoparametric technique 
and it merely consists of choosing piecewise polynomials 
such that:
(i) they u.- .ne the co-ordinate transformation, and
(ii) the same polynomials can be used as interpolating 
functions over each element.
For a particular example, consider the quadrilateral Q 
with four nodes placed at its four vertices ax = (xi,yi), 
a2 - (x2 ,y2), a3 = (x3 ,y3) and a4 = (xk ,ylt). Then, the 
following linear mapping:
x = xj + (x2”Xj) 5 + (xa-x^n + (xl-x2-x3+x4)c n
y = yi + (yz-yOs + (y3-yi)i + (yi-ys-ys+y^?*
transforms the square S, with vertices a] = (0,0) , 
aj = (1.0 ) , a ‘3 - (1,1) and = (0 ,1) in the U, n) -plane,
into the quadrilateral Q. It is an easy matter then to
check out, from eqo (2-24) , that the boundaries (see Fig 1 
below) of Q and s correspond? ie,
T19 " 'h ^  (
C = 0,1 along the sides a [«,,, azci3 and n = 0,1 along the 
sides ctict;> and 01,03 respectively. Although such a corres­
pondence between the boundaries actually occurs, it is 
also necessary to show that the mapping (2-24) is invertible 
so that each point (x ,y) in Q corresponds to one and only 
one point (£,n) in S. This, in turn, can be shown by 
merely proving that the Jacobian matrix of the transfor­
mation (2-24) is non-zero inside the square S. This
ax ax
35
5Z
ac
Jacobian is:
x2-x1+(x1-x2-x3+x1j) n x3-x1-t-(x1—x2--x3+xtt) c
y2-yi+ (yi-yz-ys+yi*) n y3-yi+ (yi-yz-ya+y^) 5
and G. Strang and G. Fix in [24] have shown that the necessary 
and sufficient condition for the non-vanishing of the Jacobian 
inside S is that the quadrilateral is convex. Finally, since 
the same mapping (2-24) gives the interpolating polynomial 
over the quadrilateral Q, from (2-24), we can easily get: 
x = (l-^ )(l-n)xi + 5 (l-n)x2 + n(l-5) X3 + Cnxij
y = (l-£) (l-n) yi + C (l-n) ys + n (l-c) y3 + Sny^  
from which we obtain:
(x,y) = (1-5) On)u(ai) + 5(l-ri)u(c<2) + n(1-5)11(03) +cnu(al() =
= E u{ai).Ji(e(n)
$]((,n) = (1-5) (l-n) 
$2(5,n) = c(l-n)
*3(5,1) = n(l-5) 
44(5,1) = 5n. ,
2.2 MULTIVARIATE POINTWISE APPROXIMATION
We shall make an attempt, in this section, to derive some 
error bounds for piecewise polynomial approximation over a 
domain fi c Rn of the following type: R is a polyhedral type
domain which through a partition:
(2-25)
has been decomposed into a finite number of non-degenerate 
contiguous n-simplices S^, v e I , such that:
Then, error bounds for piecewise polynomial approximation 
over the polyhedral domain ft can be derived on the basis 
of error bounds for polynomial approximation over a non­
degenerate simplex. Thus, with e /ery n-simplex , v e I, 
of the partition a as',ocitte thi following discrete sec 
of interpolating points:
where Zk-1 = {0,1/k,. . . ,k-2/k,l> and pY, ls i s n + 1 ,  v e I, 
denote the barycentric co-ordinates of any point 
x = (xt,x2 .,xn) e Rn with respect to the (n+1) vertices 
, lsisn+l/ of the simplex , vel. The set (2-26) 
exactly defines a (k-l)-st order principal lattice of the 
simplex, which was again introduced in an earlier stage, 
and contains precisely:
S^(k-l) = {x e if1 : x
n+1
e Z^J, r = 1}, V £l . . . (2-26)
members. Next, the following set of functions:
Pv i (S!) ={p(x) :i^R:p(x) = s C.x1, x tiS^, v d )  
K i n  n |i|sk-i 1 n
. (2-27)
(2-25)
has been decomposed into a finite number of non-degenerate 
contiguous n-simplices S^, v e I, such that:
Then, error bounds for piecewise polynomial approximation 
over the polyhedral domain n can be derived on the basis 
of error bounds for polynomial apt .•oximation over a non­
degenerate simplex. Thus, with every n-simplex , v e I , 
of the partition & associate the following discrete set 
of interpolating points:
where Zk _1 = {0,1/k,. ,. ,k-2/k,l} and , lsi s n + 1 ,  v « I, 
denote the barycentric co-ordinates of any point 
x = (xj,x2 ,...,xn ) e Rn with respect to the (n+1) vertices 
, I s i s  n+1, of the simplex , vel. The set (2-26) 
exactly defines a (k-l)-st order principal lattice of the 
simplex, which was again introduced in an earlier stage, 
and contains precisely:
. C 3
members. Next, the following set of functions:
S^(k-l) = (x e if : X = 1) ,  v c l (2-26)
(2-27)
where i = Ci-i,i2 /• • •/in> and |i| = i1 + i? + .. .+in is the 
usual multi-index notation, defines the class of all the 
polynomials of degree less than or equal to (k-1) in 
n-variablee x = (x t,x2 ,...,xn) e Rn restricted over the 
simplex , v eI. It is within that class of functions 
that we are searching for the interpolating polynomial 
defined over the simplex , v e I, and its dimension - 
since the dimension of the subspace restricted over the 
simplex S^, v < I , coincides with the number N of all 
unconstrained nodes of the simplex - is given by:
/ k+n-l\
N = dim Pk_1 (S^) “ ( k J • • • (2-28)
Consider now a function:
uix) i Ck {§^), v e I
which is well-defined over the d tscrete set of points 
S^(k-l) , vc I, where:
C^(^) = (u(x) :u(x) eC(^); Dau(x) eC(S^), for all |a| sk, u el}
. . . (2-29}
and C(S^) is the set of all real-valued functions u(x) 
which are continuous over the simplex , v s I. The unique 
function:
which assumes the same values as the function u(x) at the 
N discrete points of the set S^(k-l), v e X, as well as
those of some of its derivatives as the derivatives of the 
function u(x) at several points of the same set, defines 
its Hermite interpolating polynomial over the simplex 
S^, v 6 I . The case of the Lagrange approximation clearly 
consists of a special case of the ilermite approximation 
problem where only the function values are interpolated. 
Therefore: considering an analysis of the more general 
Hemite approximation problem over the simplex S^, v e I,
the Lagrange case is essentially included in the analysis 
and we shall only briefly outline some of the main points 
as far as the Lagrange approximation problem is concerned.
In either case, however, given a function u(xj w'-.ich 
assumes a Ck order of continuity over the simplex S^, v e I, 
we shall prove the following error estimate:
ma^|D\i{x)-Dau5k_i!(x!| sc max.v|D6u(x) |hk"m, Osmsk-1 . . . (2-30)
|a|=m ,}B|=k
where hv is a geometrical parameter closely associated 
with the simplex , v e I, and C is some numerical con­
stant which does not depend upon the discrete set of points 
S^(k-l), v 6 I, defined by (2-26).
2.2.1 Frechet Differentiation
Since we have to deal here with the multivariate approxi­
mation problem based on multivariate analysis, an extensive 
use of the Frechet differential calculus will naturally be
unavoidable, so we first h.we to give some basic notations, 
definitions and results concerning this more general concept 
of differentiation;
Suppose that E and P are two real normed linear spaces 
and A is a non-empty open subset of E. Then, if u denotes 
a mapping of A into F :
it is said to be differentiable at a point a £ A, if and 
only if there exists a mapping T of E into F t
which satisfies the following condition; for any e > 0 
there exists a S > 0 such that:
llu(x) - u(ii) - T(x-o)ll seflx-dl, for all xeA . . .  (2-31)
whenever:
I x - oil 5 S.
Furthermore, we say that the mapping u is differentiable 
on A if and only if it is differentiable at each point 
a 6 A. If u is differentiable at a point « e A, then, 
there exists a unique linear transformation T from E into 
F which satisfies (2-31). We call this unique linear 
transformation T the Freohet derivative or Frechet differ­
ential of the function u ah the point o s A and denote it 
by Ou(a). Its application no a point x e B is written, 
for sake of simplicity, as;
P u M  .x
I Pu{ct) . xll = sup |Pu(oi).x| . . . (2-32)
I xll 51
where I • IIE denotes the norm-oporator over the space E, 
we define the bound or norm of the operator flu(a). Also, 
we denote by;
L(E;F)
the class of all the bounded and linear mappings from E
We consider now the special case where E = Rn and F = R.
Then, the Frechet derivative flu(a) of the function u at 
a point a e Rn is the unique linear transformation from 
Rn into R, ie,
Pu(m) e M R n ;R) 
such t,.at its application to a point S = (51, Sz f • • < i5n> 6 
gives the following real number:
Pu(o).((, .,^n) e R
Then, in analogy to t..,, -urmula (2-32) , the norm of the 
operator Pu{o) is defined by:
I flu (a) I = sup | Du{a) . (I;,; ,62 / • • • r€n) | • • • (2-33)
Nevertheless, the following alternative definition for 
the norm of the operator Pu(e), to that given by (2-33), 
will be useful in the sequel:
I P u W I  - Slip = . . . (2-34)
eeRn 
6^0
where / for convenience, we take the norm It • 1 over the 
space R 1 in (2-34) to be the usual maximum norm:
I 5I = inax{ | S2M S 2 | Snl)
For any point 6 = (51»5zr•••»5n) s Rn , however, the fol­
lowing relation exists between the Trechet derivative of 
a function u and its usual partial derivatives:
Pu(al.C = I 5 j D,u{a) . . . (2-35)
i -•! 1
where D^uCa) , I s i s n ,  denotes the usual partial deriva­
tive of the first order of the function u in the direction 
of the i-th co-ordinate. Moreover, if the space Rn is 
equipped with its canonical basis (e^,ej,...,en ), we have:
O u W  . (ejJ » D iu(B), 1 s i 5 n . . .  (2-36)
Then, from (2-36), we gets
I Pu (a) . (e^ )li =» | D^u(a) | s 1 t3u(a) II. Ile^tj
I Pu(a)ll £ |D1u(a) | , 1 < i 5 n . . . (2-37)
On the other hand, from (2-35) , we havet
|tfu(a).£| 5 2 U J  1D, u(a) | 5 I til C |c,u(o)|
i—1 x 1 i=l 1
an-3, by taking the supremum over the space Rn , we obtain:
j! Pu(a)II s e i D.u(a) | 5 C,(n] max iD.u(ct)| . . . (2-38) 
1=1 1 isisn 1
where, of course, the consta t (n) = n. Thus, from 
inequalities (2-37) and (2-3v.) , we get the following use­
ful double inequality:
| D . u (a) I s I £>u(a) I s C, (n) max |D,u(a)|
1 isisn 1
Likewise, the k-th order Prech-t derivative of the function 
u at a point o e Rn is defined as the unique linear trans­
formation of the Cartesian product space RnxRnx...xRn 
(k tinus) into R, ie,
9ku(o) e Lk (Rn iR) : (Rn)k -» R
such that its application to a point (61,£2 >•••/£k) s (Rn)k , 
with 5 "^ e Rn , I s i s k ,  gives the following real number:
Vk uta).(E1 ,5a,...,5k )
with the convention:
Pku(a).(5)k 
whenever = g, I s i sk .
Again, the norm of the operator Pku(a) is defined by the
I 9ku(a)li » sup |Dku(a) . U ! ,e2 ,.. . ,Ck) | . . . (2-39)
I th si
or, alternatively, by:
!jVk u(a)ll = sup i P VJo) -Ji.1 -a S.II . . . (2-40)
g,(Rn)k I((I,;*,...
5^0
Then, if the vectors 61 6 Rn , i s i s k ,  have components 
(5^ ,52'" - •'En^ ' i s i s k ,  with respect to some co-ordinate 
system in Rn , the following formula holds, corresponding 
to that defined by (2-35):
 '  A  V "
. . . (2-41)
Furthermore, if the element (C1 ,c2 ,...,ck) e (Rn )k is 
such that:
%4l s 15i<k
Pku{et). (C1 ,52 ,. .. ,Ck) = O ru(a) . . . (2-42)
where r == (r1 ,r2 ,... ,rn ) and |r| = z r ^ = k .
From (2-42) now, we get:
I Dr u ( a )  | -  IIOk i i ( . ) ,  ( ( I , * ' , . . . , ( * ) ! *  Ill>k u (« )ll -II 611
where:
I Cll = max I 5
or, since III1! s 1, Is i s n , we obtain;
| Dru(a) | 5 j Pku(a) I , | r j = k 
On the other hand, from (2-41), we have:
|lfuW.
5 il (C1,e2»--.»6k)H l l ... Z |DXiDX2...DXkU(a) | . . .(2-44)
Xi=l X2=l xk=l
where by I (S1/S2 »• - • / Sk) H we define the following maxi­
mum norm over the Cartesian product space (Rn)k :
IKC1 ,E2 . ,6k)ll = max {I "cx-, " " 5ax h  for a11 the
possible permutations a^, of the set of indices
{l,2 ,...,n), with l£isk}.
Therefore, from (2-44), we have:
s E E ... E |D D ...D^ u(a)| . . . (2-45)
I ( S W    ) I Xi«l X2=l Xk=l 1 2  k
However, since;
(vl-k (u|=k
|Duu{o) I
Xl=L ^2^1 !^c=l
|d"u («)1 . . ■ (2-46)
Thus, by taking the supremum of (2-45) over the space 
Rn and combining the result with (2-40) and (2-46) , we 
obtain:
Finally, from the inequalities (2-43) and (2-47), we get:
where r = (rj,r2 ,...,rn) and |r| = k. The double in­
derivatives to the usual composite partial derivatives 
and vice versa.
2.2.2 Multivariate Hermite Interpolation
Given an n-simplex S^, u s I , defined through a partition 
6 of the given polyhedral domain fi, we begin our analysis 
on approximation with the general multivariate Hermite
IIt>ku(a)li s C. (n) max |DlJu(a) | 
|y|=k
. . (2-47)
where the constant C^(n) =
. . (2-48)
equality (2-48) is very useful in relating the Frechet
approximation problem, the final goal being that of giving 
an estimate for the error in:
max |Dau(x)-DauP<''1  ^(x) j, for any integer m with 0 ^ m £ k-1, . . . (2-49)
"C
where the function u(x) e Ck (s”) and u^k Hx) s P^-l^n^ 
is its unique Hermite interpolating polynomial of general 
degree (k-1). It is essential that the function u(x) is 
well-defined on a discrete set S of interpolating points, 
always associated with the particular simplex S^, v e I, 
under consideration, which can be defined as follows:
Since the Hermite polynomial u^k ^  (x) interpolates, not 
only the values of the function u(x) at the points 
“i c (k-1), v e I, but also the values of some of its 
derivatives at several - not necessarily all - points of 
the same set as well, let us introduce one more superscript 
and denote by:
S^'°(k-1) s Sy(k- I
the usual (k-1)-st order principal lattice associated to
the simplex S^, v s I, which is define! by the formula
(2-26). It contains exactly:
/ k+n-1 \
No = I )
\ k-1 /
points. Furthermore, denote by:
S^'u (k-1) , l S y S X , 1 5 X S k - l , V € l
the X sets of points which in almost all practical appli­
cations constitute only subsets of the original set 
S^°(k-2), v s I. For any 1 £ u s A the set v (k-1) / v e I , 
contains those points of the set S^,0 (k-1), v e I, on which 
the values of the partial derivatives of order p of the 
function u(x) are interpolated- Denote th« number of those 
points by;
Ny , 1 s u 5 X
Then, the set S of interpolating points, mentioned above, 
is defined by the following set theoretic union:
S = u S ^ ( k - l )  j v e 1 . . .  (2-50)
Following the same argument as B.C. Ciarlet and 
P.A. Raviart in [7J, the general Hermite interpolation 
problem is defined as follows:
With every point:
aY'" , « « I
we associate a subspace:
&""J=(Sn)|J, l i i s N ^ ,  O S u S X ,  » « I  
with the convention that:
A^'0 = R, I s i s Ny , whenever u = 0 .
Then, we say, by definition, that the set (2-50) consti­
tutes a (k-2)-unisolvent set, if and only if, given a set 
of linear transformations:
r£ € L,y(Rn ;R) , 0 5 y < X
with the convention that:
R° e LQ (Rn ;R) e R, 1 S i S N q 
there exists one and only one polynomial p(x) of degree 
(k-1) sucli that:
011 p h ^ M e 1^ 2 m  = . . . (2-5D
(51,C2,...,Cy)e l£i<Ny , 0 < u S X , v 6I
Therefore, according to the above definition, the Hermite 
interpolating polynomial:
of degree (k-1) is the unique polynomial of that degree 
which satisfies the following interpolating constraints - 
in analogy to those defined by (2-51) :
= y ^ " 11 (^'^-(C1,^,..-,^} . - . (2-52)
where (sJ/S2 ,...,€u) e A ^ c  (R^) \  I s i s ^ ^ ,  o s y s x ,  
v e I, and with the convention that:
u (a^,0) = u ^ 1) '°) , 1 s i 5 N0 , whenever p=0.
The introduction of the subspaces:
A^,y c (Rn)U , 1 s u s X , v e I
instead of the entire Euclidean-product spaces;
(Rn ) , 1 s u 5 x 
becomes a necessity to cope with the situation which 
arises in the majority of the practical applications. 
Indeed, in many practical cases only a specific kind of 
partial derivatives has to be interpolated - eg the values 
of the derivatives u ^  and uyy» but not that of the cross 
derivative u ^  - and, thus, the introduction of those sub­
sets is completely warranted.
Suppose now that for every such subspace I s i s N^ ,
1 s vi s X, v < I , the following vectors:
form a basis. Then, the Hermite interpolating polynomial 
of degree (k-l) is given by the formula:
= l u(4'0Hi'°(x) + Z l -
n i=l 1 1 i=i i»i 1
h /  k"cD Xu (4'X).(^'X) ] ^ A (x ) . . ■ (2-53)
i=l M  1 “
N = dim P. (S_) = N. + Z Z v.
k i n  0 V=1 1=1 '
67 -
Some of the interpolating points of the set S , defined 
by (2-50), constitute multiple nodes, by definition of 
the Hermite problem, and as far as the basis functions 
of the formula (2-53) are concerned, they satisfy the 
following conditions:
=0, lsi<N0, I* IStSVj, ISuS A, y 61 • (2-54)
However, as for the one- and two-variable approximation 
problems where the Taylor's formula plays a significant 
role in deriving several upper error bound’s between the 
function and its interpolating polynomial, exactly the 
same applies with the general multivariate approximation 
problem and, therefore, it makes sense to try and get 
first the appropriate such multivariate formula. Thus, 
for a function f(x) which assumes a C*1 order of continuity 
over an interval domain I, we can write the following 
Taylor's expansion formula with an integral remainder:
= 6ij, isi,jsil0, v e I
;v(x) isisN^, l s t s Vl, 1 s u s X, v e I
*it,U (aj ,0) = 0 ' l s i 5 V  -No' 1 * 1 % ^ ,  1 £ y s X, v e l
where t and a are two distinct points of the interval I 
and t e [<x,t]. For the particular points t=l and a=0, 
the formula (2-55) gives;
£U> » -'if111 ( 0 ) 1£|k) (Ilcl-t, , e [0,1] . . . (2-561
Then, for any point;
«?'° e S",0(k-1) , 1 S 1 S S 0, v e I . . .  (2-571
and any point;
x e s T -  S^,0(k-1) , v e I . . .  (2-58)
we have:
x + t(cu ,0-x) e^, 1< isN0, v , I, ts [0,1] 
since the simplex S^, v s I, constitutes a convex region.
Next, define the following multivariate function:
f (t) = u(x+t(a^,0-x)) . . . (2-59)
with the points aV ,0 , 1 s i s NQ , v e I , and x defined as 
in (2-57) and (2-58) respectively. Then, by differen­
tiating the function (2-59) j-times, we get:
for all the integers j such that 0 s j 5 k-1. However,
E (oj ,0-x) (a ^ '° -x )  nDr u ( x f t ( a ^ '° - x ) )  =
I r|=j 1 1 1 2  1 " 1
= D^ u(>rt-t(a^ '0-x))-(a^ ,0-x)'3
we get the following result;
tPu(xH:(ay'0-x))-(e^ ,0-x)j, for all 0 i j sk-1 . . . (2-60)
»? 1 1 
Finally, from (2-56) combined with (2-60) , we obtain the 
following multivariate Taylor formulas
u (a i ' ° ! “ V  JTl, j uCx).(a^ 0- x ) j + / - ^ ^ - V u ( x + t ( a^ '0- x } ) - ( ^ '0- x ld t
. . . (2-61)
for any point ,0 « ,0 (k-1), 1 5 i < N0 , v e I, and any
point x s - S^'0 (k-1), v e I , t e [0,1].
We shall use the formula (2-61) in order to find an esti­
mate for the differences
Omu(x) - (x) , for any 0 s m s k-1
Then, by using the inequalities (2-48), we can easily 
obtain an equivalent estimate for the difference z
Dau(x) - Dau^k~1  ^(x) , | a j = m, 0 £ m s k-1. 
involving, this time, the usual composite partial deriva-
Consider now a function:
u(x) e Ck (S^), v e I
and its unique Hermite interpolating polynomial defined 
by the formula (2-53). Then, for any point:
xe Sn " S^,0(k-1) , v « I
where denotes the interior of the n-simplex S^, v el, 
and any integer m with Os m s k - l ,  we shall first prove 
the following important result:
-Omu(x) +^°[;&i|^-V„(x.t((,’'0-x)).(a"-0-x)kdt].I>,n*"'0(x) + 
+ i £ ^-x)). K?:1, K - ^ ' W c V : 1 m  + .. .
i=l P.=l o1 '' '
. . . (2-62)
Indeed, from the formula (2-53) and for any integer m 
w i t h o s m s k - l ,  v'. have:
Furthermore, from (2-61) and for any point a^,1JeS, 
l s i s N y , 0 5 n s X, v e I , we have:
u(ct^,y) = tx+t (a^'u-x) )■(tt^ 'U-x)ki$L
where t e [0 ,1], 1 s i s , O s y s x ,  vel, and from which 
we obt ain:
u(«u'°) ' °-x) l+l 1 lAibtitla" ,0-x) )•(«" '°-x)^ (lb
j_o3- 1 0 IK -W. 1 1
where t 5 t” -°, t” '° „ [0,13, 1 s i s N 0 , M e l
= futxl-leh1! t P2ulx).(6^l,(«“ ,:1-x)) + ...
.(e";\,e"'1-x)k"1)dt - kE113j Tr0:>a(x).(E^1,(="-:l-x):'"L) +
where t 5 t^'1, tj^'1 e [0,1], 1 s i S N , , 1 * I « v « I.
etc ... , and:
+ . . .
where t = ti ' , * e [0,1], 1 < i < , Is & < , vel.
By substituting these results into the formula (2-63),
+ V TiiTrr I + ...
j-lU 11' i-1 1=1 11 1 ‘
. . .  + -TT&T if 4-
j-x 13 11 ■ 1-1 1=1 11 1 ie
+ £ [ f -§E9t~ ).(,"'0-x>kdt]I>m»"-0 (x) +
+ E1 El [ / 4 t | p ! )ku(x+t(«"'1->i}).(C,:l,(t.?'1-x)k'1)dt]!>\-1(x)+... 
i=l 1=1 0iK i 11 1 IX
” '+- i  / 1[^ iM'5rr^ u(^ t(4 ,A~x))'(su A' (ai A~x)k^ ldtJpm^ uX(x)
1 . . .  (2-64)
Therefore, the crucial point of proving the formula (2-62) 
is to show, using the property:
u(x) = ^  ^  (x), viienever u(x)  ^ z v e I . . .  (2-65)
Jr 2 [Pju(x).(^'°-x)^.OV'0(x) + ...
-'•1=1 1 ;l
N - v_ J^u{x), for j=m
■■■+Jikrr * * [^u(x).(d'\(a%^-x)^^ ] A % \ x )  =
13 X)" i=l A=l 1H i \
0, for jj^ n
. . . (2-66)
- 7 3 -
Indeed, for any point x e Sn - S , v cl/ we have:
iPuU) 6 Lj (Rn ;R)
Thus, for any Integer j such that 0 sjs k-1,
fiu(x)-(a • • - (2-67)
is a polynomial in a of degree less than or equal to 
(k-i), where a here denotes any point of the set S defined 
by (2-50). Therefore,
Pju(x)'(a-x)j « / v t I
and since the Hermite interpolation can also be defined 
as being the projection of the continuous space:
CX(S^ ) , v € i
into the space:
-^l^ n1 ' y e 1
where always:
the polynomial (2-67) coincides with its Hermite inter­
polating polynomial defined through the formula (2-53), ie
°pju{x)-(^'0-x)j^'%)+...4- z I (DWu(xHE%;\(/'^-x)^]} -
i=l 1 1 i=i $.,i 11 1 ^
- ^ u(xHo-x) ^
y  pju(x>.(^'° •x)j^ ,°(«) +... + [jo-i)...(j-x+i>].
. s - oju(xi.(a-x)j
i-1 1=1
Then, for any integer m, with 0 < m s k-1, we have:
»o
E [C:1u(x).(<,"'°-x)j10m»"'O(«) + ... 
i-l 1 1
...+ 0 0 - U . . . t H H ) v ‘ e" («” '‘-x)3"1) 1 O”*";1
= Cj (j-1)... (j-mH) l^uCxj-Ca-x)3 m . .
From (2-68) now, and for a = x, we have:
I t e W M a v'0-xj (j-A+l)].
i=l 1 1
NX vi
. E E Cfju(x)-(5^X,(a5'X-x):,"X) ] W ; X(x) = j.’Pmu{X)
1=1 i=l x
when and only when j = m. Thus,
3- i=1 i 1 3.
(2 -68)
. z E"cDju M . ( ^ ; \ ( 4 ' x-x):i ^ ) ] A ^ xw  = 
1=1 1=1 it i
= 4  e° COju(x). (oY'0~x) + ... 
j- i=i i 1
NX vi .
...+ fj^yT ^  ]A%;'(«i = t f u M .
when and only when j = m. For j ^ m it can easily be seen, 
from (2-68) , that:
N0
jf E [$ju(x)-(^-°-x}j]l/“ti'0(x) + ...
...+ -qzg-T £ E1 t»ju(x).(5^x, (o"'‘-xl (-1) - 0
which completes the p’-oof for (2-66) . Therefore, as an 
immediate consequence of the result (2-66), we obtain 
the result:
V  -h E [p^u(x). (aV'0-x!"*] A , ' ° M  + ...
j-x ’• l-i 1 1
... t Y — i p - e s [oiu(x).(t":x,(«"'x-x)j'xl] A%:\x) = A(x)
j=X 1=1 1=1 “  1 ■:L1
from which, together with (2-64), we obtain the required 
result (2-62).
From this point on it is an easy matter to derive an upper 
bound for the error in
Dmu(x) - o ^ k - i )  (X)
for any integer 0 s m £ k-1, but, nevertheless, we wish to 
do that under the more general notion - suggested in [73- 
of equivalent sets of interpolating points defined as 
follows: Suppose that s^, v e I , is any simplex defined
through a partition:
A : (S^} , v e I 
of the domain n , and:
S = u S^'y (k-1) , v g I
is its associated set of interpolating points which in 
a unique fashion defines the Hermite (piecewise) inter­
polating polynomial of the formula (2-53). Furthermore, 
with the simplex S^, v e I , we associate a set of basis 
functions defined by the conditions (2-54) as well as 
the following two geometrical parameters:
h = diamster of the simplex s'*, v e I 
v • n . . . (2-69)
py = diamster of the Inscribed sphere in S^, v e I
For practical purposes, however, we consider a family of 
all possible partitions:
{<5h >» h e H
where H denotes a collection of positive parameters h, 
of the domain fi and we say that it defines a regular 
family, if there exists a constant a > o such that the 
two geometrical parameters h and py , v e I , defined in 
(2-69) , satisfy the following inequality:
hu 5 a py , for all v £ I . . .  (2-70)
After that, we choose, once and for all, an n-simplex 
Sn , and lets
S = u S*Nk-l) 
y=c! n
be its associated (k-1)-unisolvent set of interpolating 
points. An analogous set of basis functions, to those 
defined through the conditions (2-54), are associated 
with the simplex §n as well as the following two geome­
trical parameters:
h = diameter of the simplex S
n  ^ . . .  (2-71)
p - diameter of the inscribed sphere in Sn
Next, we define an affine (one-to-one and onto) trans­
formation:
x = Svxtrv , v e I.. R « , ry e Rn . . . (2-72)
mapping the simplex into the simplex §n , v e I, and is 
such that the image of the set S under this transforma­
tion is exactly the set S. Furthermore, suppose that to 
each point.:
o V p , 1 s i SN , 1 s p s X, v e I
- respectively Sjf, 1 s i s N y, I s p s x  - is associated a 
subset:
A ^ c  (Rn )U -  reap. a V c (Rn )P -
Then, we say that the two sets S and S are equivalent if 
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(I) - R v5“ + ru , R / L O f ) ,  rv 6tP, v « I
(II) - C(5l,6z,...,6'‘) « (s”)“-.51-S1]E1, ...(2
for all .■■,£"> «A?, IS ISS,, isgsi, » « I)
Finally, for the two equivalent sets of interpolating 
points S and S , the following result (see P.G. Ciarlet 
and P.A. Raviart [7]) is of great importance in deriving 
the error bounds:
1]RVI and HR'1! <^ ,  Ru sL(Rn}, v e I . . .  (2
where I - I denotes the usual Euclidean vector norm in 
Rn . Then:
THEOREM I
Let a function u(x) e C11 (S^ ) , v e I , be given and 
S = u S^,|J(k“l), u e I , be a (k-1) -Unisolvenfc set of
interpolating points associated with the simplex 
®n' v 6 1' defined by a partition of the domain n such 
that the inequality (2-70) is satisfied. Then, if 
u f  (x) is its unique Hermite interpolating polynomial 
defined by the formula:
-73)
-74)
. . .+  I Z[lfu(ar*HC%*)]+%/(d,
i=i a=i 1 l* 12
we have:
|e|=k
for all the integers m such that 0 s m s k-1, where the 
numerical constant C is the same for all the equivalent 
(k-1)-Unisolvcnt sets of interpolating points S associated 
with the simplex , v e I , of the partition A and is com­
puted, once and for all, in a (k-1)-Unisolvent set S 
which is equivalent to S.
PROOF
Indeed, from (2-62), we immediately get:
hk No hk-l Nx Vi
s ~. supllP^ ufxJII. z I p'^y,0 (x)IH- y  , supllPku(x)II. z Z I cl’1! .ilDV.^fx)!!
n a Vi
•supllPku(x)ll. 2 Z IIC^Xll.llA^X(x)!!
Then, for the vectors (5Y'V, , C ^ u) , Mel,
1 s y < X, which form a basis for the subspace A^'^, 1< i s N , 
1 £ y £ X, u e I , and by recalling the conditions (2-73) , we
5ij" * lslsNu’ lilJS1' 1S *S V  »«I
mil l! S II R„ll " I tl'jll 5 xjl ejtl , 1 s U s X, » c I.
Thus, from (2-76), we get:
hk No
I Pm u(x) - V mul:k~l) (x)||£ r^ - sup ||Pku(x)|| . T. I DIV ' 0 (x)l! +
hk vi
ifclTT s>iPll»k ii(x)ll . E s l l A ^ N x l l l  .116^ ,11 +■■■
...+ %  sup li Pku (x) 1 ■ r e B P V ; X (x)B.nei.B
' PA „,5v x=l
Furthermore, for the two sets of points S and S , their 
respective basis functions satisfy the following condi-
- i°<!T1 U - r v», l s i s n 0, itl
Therefore, for any vectors:
Url,e2,---,em) e (Rn)m , e1 s Rn , is i s m
we haves
”u) (x-rvl ).(r",61 ,R^E2,...
A j f l x H e ’.E2, ( R ^ 1 (Xrtv)) (R;1e1,R“152,....R'1{m) 
Is V  S X, v 6 I
sip!lt#"jiV,°(x>ll s supIO1’*” (R"1 (x-rv) )|| .11 r"1!11, »el
suplA%;"MII s supl (R^ 1 (x-tv)) I .11 Rr1!!1”
Xts” XS^
1 S V S X , V 6 I
and since the image of the simplex Sn under the transfor­
mation (2-72) is exactly the simplex S^, v e I, we have:
supllP'Vj’ (Ry1 (x-cv) )ll = supilPm4i? (x)ll
supll/,ifi^y(R™1(x-rv))ll = supll^^lx) I
**% xcln
VeI I S y S X ,  v e l
Next, from (2-77) combined with (2-78), (2-79) and (2-80),
l l $ m u ( x ) M i l  s o p l l l ^ u k j l l . S .  1 °  s u p l l » m i ! < x ) l l  +
+ s u p l l f ' S i M I I  ■ I I supII {>:)!:.!:II + —
P p”  i -1  1-1 . - 11 11
'  s u p !  A i W I I  - C  !  I1  s u p l l O m i ‘  ( 6 } l l . l l L * , l l  •  •  •  (2- 81)6 xegv n 1=1 «=; . le
Therefore, from (2-81) combined together with the regu­
larity condition (2-70), we obtain:
|jlAi(x) -tAi<k l) (x)il sCh^"insupllD,cu(x)ll, for all Osmsk-l . . . (2-82) 
xeS^
whore the numerical constant C is given explicitly by:
C = a "  I  s u p l l f ^ ^ x j l i + a ”  ^ J j j y  y  2 t  s u p l t ^ ^  (x)l! .1 1 ^ ^  +•■ ■
Finally, by combining the inequality (2-82) with the 
double inequality (2-48) , we obtain:
max ]DSi(x)-D^k_1) (x) I sC hk~m max |d6u(x) | . . .
" 3
I'l*
for all the integers m such that 0 s m s k-1. The con­
stant C in (2-81) is given by:
where Cn (k) = n and the numerical constant C is explicitly 
given by (2-83). This completes the proof.
2.2.3 Multivariate Lagrange Intarpolatlon
O.ice the general multivariate ilermite approximation problem 
has been analysed, it is an easy matter to emphasise some 
of the essential points by rei^rring to the particular 
problem of the Lagrange (piecewise) interpolation. Thus,
let s*, v e I , again be any simplex of the partition A of 
a given polyhedral domain n, such that the following con­
dition:
= u
is satisfied. Also, let:
S ^ C k - 1 )  ,  v  e I
be its associated discrete set of interpolating points 
defined through the formula (2-26) and which contains 
exactly
. -
members. Then, for a function u(x) with a Ck order cf 
continuity over the simplex , v e I, its unique Lp.grange 
interpolating polynomial is given by the formula:
u£k-11(x) - E u (x) - - . {2-85)
where u(aY), i s i s N ,  vcl, are the values of the function 
u(x) at the N points & S^(k-l), v el, of the simplex 
ana <^(x), i s i s N ,  v el, are the basis functions which 
correspond to those points and are such that:
*%(X)  e ( S ^ j  , v  e l  a n d  ^ ( c y )  =  6 i j ,  1 5 i , j S N , v  e l .
By using now the formula (2-85) together with the multi­
variate Taylor formula defined by (2-61) we, again, can 
easily get the following important result:
let Sn , v e I , again be any simplex of the partition a of 
a given polyhedral domain £2, such that the following con­
dition:
is satisfied. Z'.lso, let:
s£U— l) , v e I
be its associated discrete set of interpolating points 
defined through the formula (2-26) and which contains 
exactly
» -
members. Then, for a function u(x) with a Ck order of 
continuity over the simplex S^, v e I, its unique Lagrange 
interpolating polynomial is given by the formula:
where u(a^) , I s i s N ,  vcl,  are the values of the function 
u(x) at the N points g s^(k-l), v el, of the simplex 
and *Y(x) , 1 s i s N, v el, are the basis functions which 
correspond to those points and are such that:
* > >  e Pk_, (S%) , v e I and <6 (^Oj) = 6ij , 1 si,j SN, v e I.
By using now the formula (2-85) together with the multi­
variate Taylor formula defined by (2-61) we, again, can 
easily got the following important result:
rFu‘k'11 M  + I A U x )n j_, o IK y . 1 1  ii=l0
. . (2-86)
for all the integers m such that 0 s m < k-1. This is true 
since, by virtue of the more general result given by 
(2-66) , we always 'have:
The general notion of equivalent sets of interpolating 
points, again, plays an important role in the particular 
problem of the Lagrange approximation and the starting 
point for the computation of an error bound for the dif­
ference of the sort (2-49) will again be the result (2-86). 
Therefore, suppose that we choose, once and for all, an 
n-simplex §n of the partition A with a discrete set of 
interpolating points (k-1) associated with it and a 
set of basis functions $. (x) , I s i s N ,  corresponding to 
the points e Sn (k-1) , I s i s N .  Next, u'.x'fine an affine 
transformation:
mapping the simplex §n into the simplex , v e I, and
which is such that the image of the set (k-1) under
this tranformation is exactly the set (k-1), v c I.
Then, over any simplex , v c I, of the partition a such 
that the inequality (2-70) is satisfied, by following the 
same steps as we did in Theorem I, we can easily prove
tPu(x) , for j=m
0, for 2M
x = Rvi + rv , Rv e L (Rn) , ry
II A ( x )  -  1 (X) II5 c  h ^ 'm Si# Pk u  (x) II
where u(x) eCk (S^), u^k ^(x) e is its unique
lagrange interpolating polynomial defined through the 
formula (2-85), h , vel, is the geometrical parameter 
associated with the simplex v e I, and defined by 
(2-69) and C is the following numerical constant:
C = am  Z sup IIC1"*. (x)ll . . . (2-88)
where a is the parameter‘involved in the inequality 
(2-70) and h is, again, a geometrical parameter defined 
by (2-71). Finally, by combining the inequality (2-87) 
with the double inequality (2-48), we obtain:
max |D0u(x)-Dau*k_1\x) | s C hk~m max |dBu (x) | , for any Osmsk-1 
xsS^ xeS^
'3 "  ...
with the numerical constant C given by:
C = C (k) .C
where (k) = nk and C is the constant explicitly given 
by (2-88).
We only note here that the quantities:
sup!!Pm£i (x) I 
Xe§
iii (2-88) can always be bounded in terms of the quantities: 
sup I ». (x) I
which involve only the functions $^(x), Is is N, instead 
of their derivatives. Indeed, from (2-48), we have that:
supHDmi^ (x)|l < (k). max| | . . . (2-90)
and since the function ^(x) , 1 sis N, is a polynomial 
of degree (k-1) over the simplex Sn ~ which constitute 
a compact convex subset of the space Rn - Markov's gene­
ralized inequality gives:
where the parameter o is the same as in (2-71). Thus, 
from (2-90) and (2-91), we obtain:
and the numerical constant (2-88), instead, is given by:
. | . . . (2-91)
xe§n
'Ki&l
i,s„
2.3 MULTIVARIATE SOBOLEV APPROXIMATION
2.3.1 Sobolev spaces
For a more general approximation shoeme, than that des­
cribed in the previous section, we need an introduction 
to the Sobolev spaces as well as to some useful results 
from Functional Analysis. Therefore, in addition to what 
has been said about the function space (£2) defined by 
(1-4) where k is any nonnegative integer and 0 any boun­
ded and open subset of the space Rn , for any integer p 
with l s p < » ,  we denote by:
the following Sobolev space:
=(u(x) :u(x) sLpW? cVx) 6Lp<£2), for all jaf <k) . . . (2-92)
ie, Hp(tJ) is the space of functions which together with 
their generalized derivatives of up to the order k-tli 
inclusive belong to the space 1^(0), where 
i/p
L (fi) ={u(x) :C/Cu(x) ]pdxl <«■} . . .  (2-93)
P a
For example, for p=2 and k=0, the space (fi) defined by 
(2-92) coincides with the space Lj (fi) defined by (1-2), 
while for p=2 and any nonnegative integer k, the space 
Hp(fi) exactly coincides with the space llk (n) defined by 
(1-4). We equip the space (2-92) with a norm:
llu|[P = T. iD°dlf ue An) . . . (2-94)
ifp) |.|«k 9
IIUilE
is the norm associated with the space Lo (fi) , l sp < «.  
Furthermore, corresponding to the norm (2-94), we define 
the following semi-norm:
Then, it can easily be seen, from (2-94) combined with 
(2-95), that:
! M Pk = 2 |u|p . , u el£(fi)
h^(sj) i=o H^n) p
2.3.2 Sobolev Lemma
We recall here some important results from the imbedding 
theory over the Sobolev spaces H^(n) which will be of 
great value in what we are going to say in our analysis 
hereafter. (An extensive analysis of that is given by 
Smirnov: A course in higher mathematics, vol IV).
Suppose that we have a function u(x) which is defined 
over the Sobolev space H^(n) , for any integers k t l  and 
1 s p < «* such that:
pk > n . . .  (2-9
where n denotes the dimension of the space Rn . Then, the 
function u(x) is continuous over the closed domain $2; ie, 
u(x) 5 C ($)) 
and the following inequality holds:
W U . T .  5 M IIuH k . . .  (2-98)Gin) HK (fi)
where by:
Hullc(5)
we defiua a norm over the continuous space C(fi) and M is 
some numerical constant which does not depend on the 
function u(x). More generally, suppose that we have a 
function u!x) eHp(O) and m is some natural number such
p(k-m) > n . . .  (2-99)
Then, the function:
u(x) « cm(B) 
and the following inequality holds:
where, again, by:
Hull = max |d u (x ) |
we define a norm over the space C (n) and M is some 
numerical constant which does not depend on the function 
u{x). The inequality (2-100), with the-inequality (2-99) 
being a special case of the first, is the well-known in 
Functional Analysis Sobolev lemma and simply relates the 
continuity of the function u(x) to the finite energy of 
the derivatives. We note here, however, that the Sobolev 
lemma is 'stated for star-shaped domains ti and, since any 
convex region is star-shaped with respect to any of its 
points, it is also applicable for the several domains 
considered in the practical applications of the Finite 
Element Method.
2.3.3 The Quotient Space
Consider the following finite-dimensional subspace;
of all the polynomials of degree less than or equal to 
(k-1) defined over the domain n . We shall use the sub­
space (n) to define an equivalence relation in
Hp(fi) as follows: two elements Uj and u2 in (fi) are
said to be equivalent modulo , if the difference
U]-u2 is in and we writo:
n 1 = u2 (mod. Pk-1(fi)).
It is an easy matter to verify that this is indeed an 
equivalence relation, io, it has the usual properties
which characterize an equivalence relation: reflexivity,
symmetry and transitivity. Thus, the space (n) is 
divided into a number of mutually disjoint equivalence 
classes of. functions, two functions being in the same 
equivalence class if and only if they are equivalent 
modulo Pk-i/O). We denote the set of all such equiva­
lence classes by:
In order to answer the question of what is the structure 
of these equivalence classes, let u be an element function 
of the space . The equivalent class containing u
is by definition the set of all the elements u such that:
u = u(mod.Pk_1(0)),
[ u ] =  C o: o s u(mod.Pk-_ j (ti) )}
But, since:
{u:u5u{mcd.Pk_t(fi))}= {o:u-u cPk-1 (n)) - {u:u-u = g, for some
g e P ^ C n ) } = {u:u = u k j , for sane g (fi) } = {u^:g ePk_1 (0)] 
we can write that;
[u] => {ufgtgcPj^ta)} = • • • (2-101)
where the last notation is understood to signify the set 
of all sums of u and elements of P)._1 (fi).
There fore, a new linear space is constructed which we
denote by;
and call tha quotient space of the space (n) with respect
to W  • The manner in which the equivalence classes
are added and scalarly mu I'.-, ip lied - so that we indeed 
have a linear space - is as follows:
(1) [u3 *■ [u ]  = Cu+vl
(ii) u.[u] = [a.u], for any scalar a
or, by usinq the notation (2-101):
(i) ' - (iH-u) +Pk„1 (il)
(ii) 1 a. (u4-Pk-1 ($2)) =au + Pk-1 (A), for any pcalar a
Then, the origin in (n)/Pk_^(n) is the equivalence class 
0 + Pk-1{n) = ' and the negative of u + Pk-3_ (?2) is
(-u) + Pk_1 (n).
2.3.4 The Quotient Norm 
For any element:
Then, formula (2-102) introduces a norm into the quotient
of the quotient space, we define:
inf I u*uli 
ucPk_, (fi)
. . (2-102)
space Hp{n)/Pk _-L(£J) . Indeed, we hav e :
a .  IlC uO  + Cua]!! k  =  il (u i+ P . . (R )) + (u 2+ i ( f i ) ) | | .
=  II (u i+ u z ) - '-P ,,  . (fl)H v  i n f  Itu i+ua+uIt .
i n f  llu I-m2-r-u+o‘ll . = i n f  li (u i+ u ) +  (u z + u 1)!! k  s
u^'eP^Cn) :r(n) u.u'eP^tfi) ir(fi)
i n f  '" 'j j+ u ll k  + llu j+ v 'll  v  3 =  i n f  II ui+ull - +
, , 0 ' e P ^  (n , a  (0 ] <(01  t^(o)
i n f  IIU2+ ' =  !1 [ u i 311 . +H [u2 ]l! k  . T h u s ,
M[ui]+Cu2]ll k sllCuiJ k + HCuaJII • ,
l lo .ru ]!!  . =  | a |  .1! [u]!l , f o r  any
[u] e (S2) and any scalar e e R
. Finally, it remains to show that if:
II [ u 3 ! l
then, [u] is the zero element of the quotient spac 
Hp(fi)/Pk-1(f!) . Indeed, suppose that:
I [u]ll - = 0, or that:
•Then, since the space is closed - it is a
finite-dimensional space - (2-103) holds if and on 
if there exists a sequence;
(un > e Pk-1(n)
such that:
I u+v_ I . * 0 r as n •
' H^(i2)/P. (fi)
x’Uich implies that u c Pk_1 (fi) , and from which, in 
we have that: CuJ = u + Pk_1 (n) = ^ k - i = the zero 
rtfsn'- of the quotient space.
. (2-103)
i y
2.3.5 Equivalence of the Norm
Once the norm (2-102) has been introduced into the 
quotient space (fi)/Pk_1(n) we shall next prove that 
this norm is equivalent to the semi-norm (2-95) defined 
over the space ($2) ; ie, we shn-i prove chat:
|u| k ' < Hu]||. < Ci |u| k . . .  (2-104)
where Cj is some numerical constant which does not depend 
on the particular function u. The proof of the inequality 
(2-104) is baseu on the following two basic results which 
can be found in C. Morrey [16]:
(A) Suppose that u e H^U). Then, there exists a unique 
polynomial:
PU) e Pk„1(R)
such that:
/ D™(u+p)dx = 0, for all |a\ £ k-1 . . . (2-105)
(B) Let £2 be a bounded domain which satisfies a strong
cone condition - ie, we say that £2 satisfies a strong 
cone condition (Agmon [1]) if its boundary a£2 has a 
finite open covering:
{Oi} , is i < n 
and corresponding cones:
{C\ }, 1 S i 5 n
with vertices at the origin, such that:
(x+ci)= a
for any x e nn o^-. Then, if h denoc=e Li-- diameter 
of the domain n, we have:
v/here C is some numerical constant which does not 
depend on Vie function u.
Then, for a proof of the inequality (2-104), consider 
the diameter h of the domain £2 to be equal to one. 
Thus, from (2-106) and for $=1, we get:
for all functions ucHp(R) such that:
/ D°u dx = 0, for all |a|< k-1 . . (2-107)
. . (2-108)
for all the functions u e Hk (fi) such that (2-107) is 
satisfied. Prom the definition now of the Hk - norm 
together with (2-108), we have:
. . (2-109)
But since u e , we have:
and, from (2-109), we get:
llu+ullPk £ C' |u|P
hN q ) hN a )
II u+uil t s Ci |u| . . . .  (2-110)
H*(n)
and, if we take the infimum over the space 
in (2-110), we obtain:
inf lliH-ull . = I [u]|| . < C! |u| .
Finally, for the left-hand inequality in (2-104), 
we have:
|x*o| . = |u| . s inf ilu+ull . = I [u]ll k
S""
which completes the proof.
The more general approximation scheme which will be des­
cribed hereafter, can briefly be outlined as follows:
With each function u in the Sobolev space H^ tfi) we 
associate a unique interpolation denoted by P u , where 
P denotes some linear transformation with the sole assump 
tion that it preserves all the polynomials of degree less
than or equal to (k-1) - Note that a similar condition 
is expressed by (2-65) for the case of Hermits interpo­
lation Then, we can show that the following approxi­
mation estimate holds:
llu-Pull s C h*c m| u| v , for any 0 < msk . . . (2-111)
Hp(n) tr{n)
where h denotes the diameter of the domain a and C is 
some numerical constant which does not depend on the 
domain fi. This new approach of the approximation problem 
which is unavoidable since the variational problem i? 
posed on the Sobolev spaces (n), is, of course, more 
elegant from the mathematical point of view and it con­
tains the Lagrange and Hermite interpolation problems as 
special cases.
2.3.6 Bramble and Hilbert Lemma
Suppose now that (Hp(fi)) 1 denotes the (strong) dual space 
of the space H^ (fi) , for any integers k a 1 and 1 s p < », 
and that F(u) is a bounded linear functional on (fi) ; ie,
|F<u) | s K Hull . . . .  (2-112)
The smallest constant K for which the inequality (2-112) 
holds, we call the norm of the functional F(u); it is 
given through the following formula:
liFfi v =in£.fK:|F<uH *K Hull v , for all U£^(Q)) «
o((o))' ifw) *
je}C(n) tr(n)
Functionals which annihilate polynomials of a certain 
degree or less play an important role in this general 
approximation problem. Thus, the following Lemma, which 
was first introduced by Bramble and Hilbert [5], consti­
tutes an effective tool for deriving approximation esti­
mates :
Suppose that:
F « (Hp(fi)}’ 
is a bounded linear functional on ? ie,
and is such that:
F(o) = 0, for all u e , (!i) . . .  (2-;
|F(u)| S C 5 ||F|| ,.|u| . . . .  (2-:
(>ip(n)) irtfl)
where Ci is some numerical constant which does not depend 
on the function u (it is the same constant as in (2-104))
and the diameter h of the domain n is assumed to be equal
Indeed, from the inequality (2-114) combined with (2-115), 
we have:
|F(u)| =|F(uH j)| sllfll Ju+ulf k
(iC(ft)) trm)
|F(u)| s IIFII . . inf llufdl v = I1F1I .IICulll k
since I [u] I . SC, I u| . by the inequality
IC('- (fi) 1C(Q)
2.3.7 Multivariate Sobolev Interpolation
For any integer m with O s m < k, consider now the space 
H™(fi) - of which the space H^Ui) is a subspace - and the 
followiny linear transformation:
FtilpW H®(n):Hp(n) 3 u » PueHp(fi) ■ - • (2-117)
which is such that:
Pu=u, for all u « P k_1 (n). . . . (:
ie, the mapping:
P «L(Hp(o)f h” (o )) 
defined by (2-117) end. (2-113) leaves invariant all the 
polynomials of degree less than or equal to (k-1).
Furthermore, for any elements 
G £ (h "(0>>' 
define the following linear functional:
F : u * F(u) = G(u-Pu) . . . C
over the space ) , 05 ms k, with its dual norm
defined by:
Then, we can show that:
where,
II ( i - P ) u i l
Indeed, from (2-120), we have:
| G(u-Pu) | s IIG | m .11 u-Pu I _
a^(0)
since from (2-119):
|F(u) | = | G (u-Pu) |
from (2-123), we g et:
|F(u) |s (IGil
I u-Pull
. . (2-124)
Therefore, by taking the supremum in both sides, of the
which completes the proof.
Next, a first bound for tne difference:
can easily be obtained and this is an immediate conse­
quence of the inequality (2-121) together with the Bramble 
and Hilbert lemma and the following important result from 
Functional Analysis (see Taylor [26] theor. 4.3-B, p.186): 
Let u be an element of the space (0) - actually it ap­
plies to any normcd linear space - which is such that
inequality (2-124), over the space Hp(fi), we have:
u f6 0. Then, there exists an element: 
G e (H"l(n)) '
such that:
IIGH = 1 and Hull = G(u)
or, as a consequence, that:
Hull - sup |G(u)|
I uil
G e(H"(R)) {n“ (R))
Thus, from the lemma of Bramble and Hilbert combined 
together with the inequality (2-121), we get:
or, since by definition F(u) = G(u-Pu):
| G(u-Pu) j s I G | .CvllI-PIU-jul
Therefore,
iG(u-Pu) I IGI m
(2-125)
and by taking the supremum of this inequality over the 
dual space (Hp(fi)) 1 combined with the result (2-125) . we 
obtain:
Ilu-Pull m < C, .i|I-PIIT.|u| v , for any 0 5 ms k . . . (2-126)
where the constant Cj is the i,. as in (2-104) and the 
norm of the operator (I-p) Is given by the formula (2-122).
Following the same steps, as for the pointwise approxi­
mation of the previous section, we shall give the final 
error bound for the difference:
I u-Puli _ , 0 s m s k
Hp")
under the general notion of equivalent domains defined 
as follows: At first, with any domain 0 in Bn we asso­
ciate the following two geometrical parameters:
h = diameter of the domain fi
_ . . . (2-127)
p = sup {diameter of the spheres contained in $)}
and let us suppose that there exists a constant a such
that the following inequality is satisfied:
h < ap . . .  (2-128)
in analogy to that given by (2-70). Next, we choose, 
once and for all, a domain:
Q
and with it we associate, in a quite analogous way, the 
two geometrical parameters of (2-127). Then, we define 
the following affine transformation:
x - R A  + r, R 6 L(Rn > , r e Rn . . .  (2-129)
I
!
mapping the domain fi into the domain 5 and is such that 
the image of under this transformation is exactly the 
domain B. Then, we say that the domains n and fi are 
equivalent under the mapping (2-129) and the following 
two important results hold (see P.G. Ciarlet and 
P.A. Raviart [7]):
1. With every function u(x) defined over a, we associate 
a function u(x) defined over o by lettings
u(x) = u(Rx+r), for every x e 0 . . .  (2-130)
Then, the mappings
u -s- u
is an isomorphism between the spaces Hp(fi) and Hp(n) 
for any integer m such that O s m s k  and any integer
2. With every mapping:
p  « l (u £( h ) , n” (n)>
we associate a mapping:
P « L(u£(Q) ; H™(0))
by lettings
Pu = Pu, 1 for each ueH^fi) . . . (2-131)
Then, if the mapping P leaves all the polynomials of 
degree less than or equal to (k-1) invariant; ie,
Pu = u, for all u s Pk-1 (Si) 
from (2-131), we have that:
Pu = Pu = u, for all
which means that also the mapping P leaves Invariant all 
the polynomials of degree less than or equal to (k-1).
By using next the inequality (from Frechet differentiation):
equivalent to the usual norm defined by the formula (2-94). 
This time, however, the Frechet derivatives of the func­
tion u, instead of the usual composite partial derivatives, 
are .involved. Indeed, by using the Holder's inequality, 
v?e can write:
Therefore, the right-hand inequality in (2-132) can be 
written as:
|Dru64| slllAiMI 5 E — [r|-Jc . . . (2-132) 
|l.|.k V " - V
we introduce a new norm over the space which is
i/q V p
[yf=4c
. . (2-133)
for any integers p > 1 and q >1 such that:
V p  + V q  = 1.
. . (2-134)
where the constant k2 is:
. . (2-135)
Furthermore, from the left-hand inequality in (2-132) , 
! d e u ( x ) ] p  s  lll)k u ( x ) l l p , | r |  = t
z | D l u ( x )  | p  < k 1' !l l )k u ( x ) l [ p  
| r | - k
with ki being equal to the number of all possible combi­
nations of the partial derivatives for which we always
|rj = k and | = Z
k! T. iD^uix; !p s llt)Ku{x)||p . . . (2-13/)
I r | =k
where k% = l/k{ and k{ is given by (2-136) . By cov.ibin- 
ing now the inequalities (2-134) and (2-137), we obtain:
k, £ |Dru(x) |P £ IIDkU(x}|lP S k2 I |Dru(xl|p . . . (2-138)
|r|--=k |r|=k
and the following now norm and sejni-norm can be intro­
ll u || \  =  E | | f Lu ( x ) l l
H*(Q) i-l
i| £ = iPK u(x)llf ,0 . . . .  (2-140)
iro)
To prove that (2-139) is equivalent to the usual norm 
(2-94), we have: Integrating the double inequality
(2-133) over the given domain fi, we get:
W  2 | Dru(x) j £/IIu(x)i!^dx S ki / K |Dru(x)|Pdx
“|r|*k fi | r| =k
Thus,
" ' ' " ' I . ,
k  1 if ull ‘ t,  S  fl uk . s  k  2 Hull
H?(a) HC(B| 82(0)
which means, by definition, that the two norms are 
equivalent, where the constants k; and kz are given by 
(2-136) and (2-135) respectively. We conclude this sub­
section by giving the final theorem which gives an upper 
bound for the error between any function u e (fi) and 
its approximation Pu e H™(Q), for any 0 < m £ k :
THEOREM II
Let a function:
u e (D) , k > 1, 1 < p < <=
be giv«n and suppose that the linear mapping:
P f L(bN p ) ; H™(fi)) , 05 ms k
is such that.*
Pu = u, for all u s P R_1(Q).
Then, for any bounded, and open subset ft of Rn , for which 
the following condition*.
is satisfied, we have:
Uu-PuU m ' s C hk"m . |u| v , for all 0 s ms k . . .  (2-143)
where the numerical constant C is the same for all the 
equivalent domains fi to fl and is computed, once and for 
all, for a domain n which is equivalent to Q.
Indeed, since:
Pju(x) « Lj(Rn ;R] 
is a linear operator, from (2-130), we have:
t P u U M ? 1 ,?2 / • •. ,(]) =£>:iu(Rx+r).(R51 ,R52 .. ,R^)
for any vector (C1,52 ,. .. , ^ 5) (Rn ) 3 , 51 « Rn , 1 < i s j 
Thus,
l!Oju(x) | s | R||5.|lDju(Rx+L-)H 
or, integrating over n:
;it^u(x)t|Pdx < l|R||iP ;ilD^u(Rx+r)ll^dx . . . (2-144)
Then, since for every x e fl, x » Rx+r with x € fi, ReL(Rn ) 
and r e Rn , we have that:
dx= |j|dx, where the Jacdbian of the transformatim: |j| = |det{R) | 
and, from (2-144), we get:
By combining this inequality with that of (2-141), we
where the constants kj and kj are given by (2-136) and 
(2-135) respectively. Following the same argument as 
above, once more, from:
Pju(x)-{?1,52,... = tPudf^x-rJWlfV-R
|u |* . „ £ II R||j I(t e t ( R ) r l / ^ u r . . . (2-145)
we geti
IIPju(x)|| s HR 'll 3||Pju(R-1(x-r)}||
and Integrating over $3:
/llt>5u(x)l|pdx 5 IIR-'l! jp/||OjG(R“1(x-r))llpdx =
= HR~1ll3p|d2t(R)| ;i|-cPu(x)||pdx. Thus,
|u|*. s IIR~V|d2t(K)|^P|ur. . or 
H^ (0) H3(a)
|u| , s (^ ■)ilR-1llj|d3t{R)|1/p|a| . , . . (2-147)
nJ(g)
Suppose now that the mapping R defined by (2-129) is 
such that:
I R" hr a i 
Then, from (2-147), we have:
s (j~) | cfet(R) |l R-1!1^  Z |u|P,
Kl j=o fP(ft)
Next, from (2-149), we get:
I u-Pu I 5 &  /Plfet(I<) | /P||R"!l|Itllu-Puli „
f(0) Kl H^ (fi)
and, since from inequality (2-126): 
the inequality (2-150) can be written ass
]r l/p l/n
I W » I  _ « y  |<tet(R)| -.c.l.-rtriiiiaij.
Furthermore, from (2-146) and for j = k, we get:
|u| V . s fellRl|k[*t(E)| I/P|u| x
CIO) C(n)
and, from (2-151) combined with (2-152) , we obta: 
IIU-PUI S  .tf>) Kl L ' 1
“l/p
!lu-Pu» ■ s C, &  IPl’11 ^llB-1!"ll Rl!k 1 u[ k 
A n ,  k:
Then, since: 
from (2-153), we have:
IIu-Pd| s C — |u| k , for all Osmsk • - - (
^ u n  p"
where:
k„ (P+1)/P hm
C - Ci (j^-) . . . (
Finally, from (2-154) together with (2-128), we obtain:
IIu-Puil _ s C h |u| . , for all Osmsk
ir(n) ir(fi)
where the numerical constant C = aC and C is given by 
(2-155). Furthermore, Cj is the constant involved in 
the inequality (2-116) , k] and k% arc given by (2-136) 
and (2-135) respectively and according to the formula 
(2-122):
I (I-P)ul] m .
1II-PII- = sup -TO-------K---
u£H^ (fi) "  Hp(n)
2.4 APPROXIMATION BY COt 'OLUTION
There st’Tl remains one important possibility which has 
to be examined as far as the approximation problem is 
concerned, viz: what happens if the function u (ie, the
exact solution of the problem), which belongs to the 
Sobolev space , k a 1, 1 s p < «, does not satisfy the
necnssary continuity conditions for its interpolating 
polynomial to be determined?
In order to cope with this new situation a natural remedy 
arises from the ability to smooth (or molify) the given 
function u sufficiently before we apply, say, the Hermits 
approximation technique of the section 2.2. In this case, 
however, we have to distinguish between the following two 
basic types of error:
a. The error committed in replacing the given function 
u by its smoothed version, always denoted by Ju, and
to. The error committed in replacing the (smooth) function 
Ju by its interpolating polynomial, generally denoted
Then, the overall error between the function u and its 
interpolate Pu, by using the triangle inequality, is 
given by:
Ilu-Pull £liu-Juli + HJu-Putl . . . (2-156)
in some norm II. I! . Furthermore, if these two types of 
error are of the same order of accuracy, then, the func­
tion Pu will give an accurate approximation to u , even 
when the function u is not continuous. In this subsection, 
however, wc will mainly be concerned with the error in: 
flu - Ju |
since the second:
!|Ju-Pu||
can be obtained by a straightforward application of the 
theorems I and II.
2.4.1 The Space H^(Rn )
c"(Rn )
denote the class of all real functions which are infinitely 
differentiable over the entire Euclidean space Rn , and
be a subset of c” (Rn ) consisting of those functions which 
have a compact support contained in Rn . Then, the comple­
tion of the space c" (Rn ) „.v5er the norm:
( R n ,  =  r n f u ( x )  I p d x  .  .  ■ < 2 - 1 5 7 )
defines the space (R ). Furthermore, for any nonnegativ 
Integer k, the completion of the space c“ (Rn) under the
lUili v _ = E IID ul! 5 . n, . . . (.2-158)
(fcP) |a|%k ^
with IID u||L defined as in (2-157) , defines the
space H^(Rn ).
2.4.2 The Convolution Operator
In order to smooth or molify a given function u e (Rn) 
we make use of the technique of convolving the given 
function with a second sufficient 2y differentiable function.
In general, by definition, if u(x) and v> (x) are two func­
tions in Lp(Rn ), the convolution of u and u, denoted by 
u* u, also belongs to the space Lp (Rn) and is defined 
througl. the following integral:
u*u(x) = ^ u(x-y)u{y)dy - . u(x-y)dy = u*u(x) . . . (2-159)
where, in the second integral above, we have replaced, 
for a fixed x, the variable y by x-y. Thus, for a func­
tion u e Hp(Rn) and a sufficiently differentiable function:
J(x) e c"(Rn )
their oonv ation is defined - by virtue of the definition 
formula (2-159) - by:
Ju = u*J(xi = /nvi(x-y) J (y) dy . . . (2-160)
The most important result about the convolution operator 
(2-160) is that, under certain conditions imposed on the 
smoothing function J(x), the function Ju behaves very 
much like the function u - in the sense of the approxi­
mation Ju is, indeed, very close to u - but it is much 
smoother than u. This last observation is a consequence 
of the fact that, for any integer c :
DaJu = Da (u*J(x)) «= u*DaJ(x) 
and, since J(x) eC“ (Rn) is infinitel differentiable, 
the derivative of Ju always exist.
2.4.3 Application to the Approximation Problem
The problem of approximation by convolution having been 
considered by G. Strang in one of his published papers 
on approximation (see [23]) in a somewhat different way 
by using Fourier transforms, we should like to take the 
opportunity hero, of giving, what we believe it to be, 
a more elegant mathematical treatment of this same 
problem by using the various results of the previous 
section over the Sobolev spaces.
Thus, consider an arbitrary function ueRp(Rn ) and let 
J(x) e c“ (Rn ) be a smoothing function which has compact 
support in some set K - subset of Rn - and satisfies the 
following condition;
/ J(x)dx = 1 . . . .  (2-161)
R
Then, for any h i 0, we define the function:
Jh {x) = h nJ (x/h) . . . (2 -162)
It is obvious, from (2-261) and (2-162), that by a 
change of variables, y = x/h,the function (x) defined 
by (2-162) also satisfies the condition (2-161); ie,
f J. (x) dx « h'n f J (x/h) dx » h"n /.hnJ(y) dy = L J  (y) dy = 1
B n R B R
Next, by using the Holder inequality and the Fubini 
theorem, we prove the following basic result:
I DaJhu|iL (lfl) -j a h"l i iiul^  (Rrt), fat all o s |c, 1 j k . . . (2-163)
where the function u c (Rn ), the function J^u is given 
by the convolution formula:
Jhu * h"n /na(x-y|j(y/hldy . . . (2-164)
and the numerical constant C does not depend on the 
function u and the parameter h. Indeed, from (2-164), 
we h ave:
DaJhu m h~n /nu(x-y)DreJ(y/h)dy
|DaJhu| 5 h""n /n | u(x-y) (D"j(y/h) ) 1/p| • | □ftJ(y/h) | ^ ^dy
for any integers p > 1 and q > 1 such that:
1/p -i- 1/q « 1 
Then, by applying the Holder's inequality, we get:
Then, for any h > 0, we define the function:
Jh (x) = h~nJ(x/h) . . . (2-162)
It is obvious, from (2-161) and (2-162), that by a 
change of variables, y = x/h,the function (x) defined 
by (2-162) also satisfies the condition (2-161); ie,
/ J. (x) dx = h n f J (x/h) dx = h n /_hnJ (y) dy = J J (y) dy - 1 
R n p;1 R R
Next, by using the Holder inequality and the Fubini 
theorem, we prove the following basic result:
(??1) sG h ' l " ! ^  (Rn) , for all °5 |a| <k . . . (2-163)
where the function u<Hp(Rn ), the function J^u is given 
by the convolution formula:
J.u = h n / u(x-y) J (y/h) dy . . . (2-164)
n Rn
and the numerical c- -xstant C does not depend on the 
function u and the parameter h. Indeed, from (2-164),
DaJ^u = h n /^(x-y) DaJ (y/h) dy
|D°^u| £ h"n | u(x-y) (DaJ (y/h) ) 1/p| ■ |DaJ(y/h) | 1/qdy 
for any integers p> 1 and g > 1 such that:
1/p + 1/q = 1 
Then, by applying the Holder's inequality, we get:
|DaJh u | s h ^ ^ j u f x - y )  )?jD“j(y ,/h ) jdy) ^ P (^ !D aJ (y /h j  I dy) ^
|D“Jhu|P ih^^luCx-y) |?lDaJ(y/h|cfy).{^|D0J(y/h) |»f)
and, integrating the above inequality over Rn , we obtain:
/ [DaJhu|pdxs / h ^ C  ( ! |u(x-y) |?|DaJ (y/h) |c2y).( / |DaJ(y/h) |dy)^]dx 
&  n EP IP S&1
or, by using the Fubini theorem, that:
IID“Jh"llL (RH) s l'“n p (^|u(!i-y) |pdx)-(^|D“j(y/hi lay) ’
Therefore,
nD^uli^ fRn) s h ^ N l J  (sn)-{^|DaJ{yAi)|dy)P . . . {2-165)uhuX ( R n > sn 
Then, since;
|D0J{y/h)| = h-'®! |(DaJ)(y/h) | 
from (2-165), we have:
« c h - H h i
wher. J)(y/h)[ s C is an upper bound for the function
DCJ. _ 'mpletes the proof for the inequality (2-363).
We sl^xl use this result in order to obtain an estimate 
for the error between the function, u and its smoothed 
version Ju, constructed by convolution.
Another technical result which will be of great importance 
in the sequel, comes from a modification of the Bramble 
and Hilbert lemma to cope with the situation when the 
diameter of the domain n of Rn is equal to h > 0 and not 
equal to one as was previously assumed. Therefore:
Suppose that:
P e (HpU)) ' 
is abounded linear functional on H^(n) ; ie,
|F(u) | < IIP | k (lull k . . .  (2-166)
(irto))' s;(Q)
and such that:
F(v) =0, for all u c Pv_. (fl)
|F(u)|sCx IIPII k .h . | u| . . .  (2-167)
IT(0)
where, again, h denotes the diameter of the domain ft 
and Ci is some numerical constant which does not depend 
on the function u and the parameter h. For the proof of 
the inequality (2-167) it makes sense to introduce into 
the space H^ (ft) the following norm:
H*(D 1=0
which is equivalent to the usual norm defined by the 
formula (2-94). As a result, the inequality (2-104) 
is written as:
hk|u| k s llftill k s Cihk| u| k . . .
which in turn gives:
|F(u)| =|F(u+u)| s ||FI! . IIm-vll k
(<(£3))' iC(n)
c#Fg v inf lutui v
4«"
= IIFII k IIMI k s CillFli k hk|u| , ,
where in the last inequality above, we have used the right 
hand inequality of (2-168).
We consider now a decomposition of  ^ space Rn into hyper 
cubes n. with sides of length equal to h; ie,
Rn =
with O _ n O j = 0  or an edge of , for any two successive 
indices i x4 j. With any such hypercube and any point:
168)
we associate the following set of points:
“h = (Oj:|x-y| sh, y e , xe . . .  (2
and for the smoothing function:
defined by the formula (2-162), we make the following 
two basic, assumptions:
i. For any point x e 0^, the function (x) has compact 
support contained in and
ii. Jh (x) leaves invariant all the polynomials of degree 
less than or equal to (k-1); ie,
Jhu = u, for al.L u e P jc_ 1{‘lJh) 
where by we define the space of all the
polynomials of degree less than or equal to (k-1) 
restricted over the subdomain u^.
Then, under these assumptions and by following a process
analogous to that of the previous section for Sobolev
interpolation, we shall prove the result:
(2
for all the integers a such that Os | a | s k , where C is 
some numerical constant which does not depend on the 
function u and the parameter h. Indeed, for the proof 
of the inequality (2-170), for any x e and any element:
-169)
-170)
1 c ^ p^iv ' 
define the following linear functional:
F :h£(u£) 3u->-F(u) =T(Da(Jhu-u>), for all Os |a|s k . . . (2-171)
over the space (u>^ ) , and with its dual norm given by 
the following fo-mula:
|T (D a (5 h n ~ u ) ) |
I Til
"p'"h'
|T (Da (Jhu-u) ) 1 * IITII . .11 Da (Jhu-u) I ^  . - .(2-172)
Then, since from (2-171):
| Flu) | - |T(Da (Jhu-u))| , ucBp(uj) 
from (2-172), we get:
- ID-l^u-ull^,.!, , or
l!D“ {J u-ulll- ,„i,
 Iful k , P h - ■ ■ • ( 2 - 1 ” )
^ 8p("A'
and by taking the supremum in both sides of (2-173) over 
the space H^(uii), we obtain:
lul^.v . I|U|1 v . '•U,V h ' ; > . ii ii i.
%I-AI  ^ «=;i"Ai %|"AI
or, by the definition of the dual norm over the dual space:
" f
By using now the inequality (2-163), we get:
T *  ~ n.ii k - -E—  s J"p .  h r — — —  5
sch-l"1 + i , Ch-I-I
for some numerical constant C, since by definition:
Therefore, from the inequality (2-174), we obtain:
v,-| «lk s IITH fr ,u i u ..C.h |a|, for allOs|aUk. . . . (2-175) 
<(<■>*)>' ( P5
Next, we need the follov;ing result from Functional Ana­
lysis, which is nothing more than the formula (2-125) 
considered in the previous section:
. | T (D {J. U-u) J 1
Then, from the Bramble and Hilbert lemma combined with
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the inequality (2-175), we get:
or, from (2-171):
and, combined with (2-176):
for all the integers a such that 0 s |a| s k. Therefore, 
any point x c tij_; we have so far proved that:
ID°(^u-WI. ,.1, . . . .
The estimate (2-170) now comcs from the local estimate 
(2-177) upon summing up for all the hypercubes:
12j c Rn such that u Rj = Rn .
(2-177)
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I ||Da(Jhu-u) I r ,ni, 5 
fi, h p h'
I D" (J. u-u) I . SC hk-l"! | u| t , for ill Os lal sk 
n LplK I H„(Rn)
which completes the proof for the inequality (2-170).
Finally, tl r -Tollowiny theorem gives an estimate for the 
error between an arbitrary function u g (n) and its 
smoothed version J^u constructed by convolution:
THEOREM III
Let u be any function from the space Hp(G) , where si is 
any bounded and open subset of the Euclidean space Rn 
and Jhu is its smoothed version which belongs to the 
space c” (Rn ) and satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) 
stated above. Then,
IIJ.u-ull s c  hk'm |ui k . . .  (2-178)
h Hp(n) Hp(fi)
for any integer O s m f k ,  where C is some numerical 
constant which does not depend on the function u and the 
parameter h.
Indeed, from (2-170) and any integer O s m s k ,  we have:
- 127 -
and, by assuming that 0 < h s 1, we get:
U. u-u!l „ s c h
Next, since by definition:
ilJ.u-ull m s HJ.u-uil m 
n H*(Q) n H^(Rn)
for any bounded domain 0 c R , from (2-179), we have; 
i|J u-uil SC hk~m|u| , for all O smsk . . .  (2’
It remains now to find an upper bound for the semi-norm 
I u l Hk (Rn) which is de£ined ovei‘ the entire space Rn in ten 
of the same quantity, but defined this time only over the 
subdomain n c Rn . According to Calderon's theorem (Agmon 
C131 p. 171) there exists a transformation e of the space 
Hp(n) into the space (Rn ) such that, for any function 
ucHp(O) i the restriction of eu to n coincides with u, ie,
eu = u, for all u c H^fn) 
and, therefore, there exists a constant C such that:
- 12 8 -
I eulf , s Cliull . , for all ueH^(n) . . . (2-181)
(R } Hp(fi) P
Nevertheless, the Calderon's inequality (2-181) involves 
the full norm of the function rather than the semi-norm 
which we actually need. However, following G. Strang 
[23] we can replace the extension operator e above by the 
following:
, = EU-rt^j) + . . . (2-182)
where E is the opei ntor which extends a polynomial defined 
on 0 to its equivalent polynomial defined on Rn and 
is the projection operator of the space 5^(0) onto the 
space Pk_^(R) of all the polynomials of degree less than 
or equal to (k-1) defined over £2.
Then, from (2-182), we get:
' - - - "-183,
since the semi-norm is always zero for polynomials of
degree less than k. Thus, from (2-183) combined with 
(2-181), we obtain:
where in the last inequality we have used the approxima­
tion result (2-143) of the theorem II, for m = k.
Finally, if we combine this result with the inequality 
(2-179) , we obtain:
llJ.u-ull sC h k m lu| . for all Osmsk
b ^(S),
which completes the proof.
2.4.4 Some Useful Remarks
If we apply the two basic results (2-143) and (2-178) 
of Theorems II and III, respectively, over any simplex
of a partition A - satisfying the regularity condition 
(2-128) - of the domain $t and by taking:
fi = Sn ; S'! = sj^ , v e I
we have:
s C  , f o r a l l o s m s k ,  „ e T
mp ' V  “p ' V
where P is the following linear mapping:
P " 
such that:
Pu = u, for all uc Pk_,(S^), v c I 
and Jh denotes the smoothing operator such that J^u is 
the smoothed version of any function:
The numerical constant C, again, does not. depend on u 
and h , v eI.
Next, what is naturally expected and indeed it turns out 
that this is the case, is the fact that the more general 
approximation schemes analyzed at the present and previous 
sections over the Sobolev spaces contain that of the 
Hermite approximation as a special case. For, if we con­
sider any simplex:
of the partition and any function:
v £ I
such that the Hermite interpolating conditions (2-52) are 
satisfied and, furthermore, that:
X < k-n/p . . . (2-11
then, by vitue of the Sobolev imbedding theorem (2-99), 
the inequality (2-186) guarantees that:
Hp(S") c c h S " )  , v tl 
and, therefore, the Hermite interpolating polynomial 
u *  1 * (x) is indeed well defined. However, since the 
derivatives of the function:
are unlikely to exist in the pointwise sense.and the 
Taylor expansion for u is, therefore, in general meaningless,
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we have got to make use of the results from the Functional 
Analysis as well as that of the Lemrp-i of Bramble and Hilbert 
in order to obtain the following approximation estimate:
fiuCxj-uj14"1* (x)!l _ , s C h^~m|uj „ , for all Osmsk, vel
^(S*)
. . . (2-187)
for any function neHp(S^), \iel, where the numerical 
constant C does not depend on the particular function u 
and the geometrical parameter h . Whenever the inequality 
(2-186) above, is not satisfied, instead, the interpolating 
polynomial u^k ^  (x) for any function u e , v e I, does
not exist and we are faced with the problem, first of smooth­
ing the function u considerably and then applying to the 
smoothed function J^u the pointwise approximation scheme 
described in the section 2.2.
2.5 MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION OVER CURVED ELEMENTS
For sake of completeness in our analysis of the approxima­
tion problem, we shall simply outline in this section an 
approximation technique over curved finite elements of 
isoparametric type which is a generalization of the case 
considered earlier, in paragraph 2.1.4, over the straight 
quadrilateral finite element in the plane. An extensive 
analysis of this technique, from which this brief presen­
tation is taken, is given by P.G. Ciarlet and P.A. Raviart 
(see [83 or [3] pp 409-474) where a number of applications
are also described to several types of elements which are 
extremely useful from the practical point of view.
Therefore, suppose that the domain Q is a bounded and 
open subset of the space Rn whose boundary now is cur­
ved - ie, the closed domain si = fi + an is no more a poly­
hedron as was assumed Lo be the case in our previous 
analysis w and an elliptic boundary-value problem is 
described over R. Then, again, its solution u can always 
be approximated by the Finite Element Method: the domain
0 is replaced by a finite union of finite elements which 
for simplicity are assumed to be of simplicial type, the 
case for hypercubic being similar under only minor 
alterations being made on the several assumptions. Then, 
it is obvious that for these simplices which are situated 
in the interior of the domain and have no point in common 
with the boundary 3fi are assumed to have plane faces, 
whereas for those which share some points with the boun­
dary an are generally assumed to be curved.
Let us, once mare, consider a partition:
6 : {S^}, v c I 
of the domain n into n-simplice^ (being straight in the 
interior and curved near the boundary) and let:
S^, v « I
be any simplex of th<2 partition. With the simplex S^, v e I, 
we associate its discrete set of interpolating points;
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(k-1), v < I, k 2 1 
which contains exactly, as before,
" C D
members. Then, once and for all, with every simplex 
Sj, v e I, of the partition A, we associate a straight refe­
rence simplex which is related to the simplices S^, 
v £ I, through the following mapping :
Fv : i s §n -> Fv (x) e Rn . . .  (2-108)
Fy (x) = (P (x), FV;2(i) .... ,FV|n(x) ) 
such that:
ie, the simplex S^, v e I , is the image of the reference 
si) .plex Sn under the mapping (2-188) and, in particular;
Fy (a^) = a^, I S I S N ,  u 6 I 
where g 5^(k-1) and (k-1) denotes the corresponding 
discrete set of interpolating points which is attached 
to the reference simplex S^. There are two possibilities 
as far as the mapping (2-188) is concerned: in the first, 
the mapping is linear and the simplex S^, v c I , is straight. 
This situation corresponds to the approximation problem 
considered in the whole of our previous discussion. In 
the second, the mapping Fv is not linear and in that case 
the simplex S^, v e I, is curved.
With every function:
u: Sn * 8 
we associate a function:
u: -> R, v e I
defined by:
u,(x) « uoF 1 (x) , for all x e , m e I 
and vice versa; ie, with every function: 
u: -*■ R, v c I
we associate a function:
u: §n * R
defined by:
u(x) = uoF(x), for all x e S^.
By using now the same notation as before together with 
the fact that in the isoparametric technique one always 
uses the same polynomials to express the coordinate trans­
formation between the simplices and S^, u eI, {which 
is carried out through the mapping (2-188)) as well as 
the interpolating function over each simplex S^, v e I, 
the mapping Fy for the special cases corresponding to the 
Lagrange and Hermite interpolation problems, respectively, 
are given as follows:
(i) For the Lagrange problem:
Fv - ^  ^{xjcu, I s i s N ,  v 6 I . . . {2-189}
where $.(x), IsissN, are the basis functions over 
the reference (straight) n-simplex §n and they may 
always be expressed in terms of the barycentric co­
ordinates of an arbitrary point x e S with respect 
to the (n+1) vertices a^, I s i s  n+1, of S . Thus, 
obviously:
L(c.) = 6 . ., 1 s i,j s N
(ii) For the Hermits problems
N0 N i vi NX v i
. . . (2-190)
where the basis functions:
ij(x>, 1 s i s N 0
$^(x) , 1 < i s Nu, I s y S A ,  
satisfy the conditions (2-54), or, equivalently, 
they are uniquely determined through the conditions 
(2-54), and:
" i ' 0 = F v  *“ i '  '  l s i £ N 0 r v e I
Next, the following bound servos as a first measure for 
the difference between an arbitrary function u defined 
over any simplex sT, v e I , of the partition A and its
interpolating polynomial generally denoted by Pu:
iu-Pu| sup[ll PF™1 (x)!1-1. 
xe§n
where P denotes the following mapping between the Sobolev
for some integer m with 0 s ms k and is such that:
Pu = u, for all u e P^_^(S^), v e I 
Moreover, |jp (x)| denotes the Jacobian matrix of the 
mapping defined as in (2-188) at the particular point 
x e s , 1 (1,m) and I(i,k) are the following sets of points 
respectively:
I (i,in) = {i« (ii ,i2, . e N  : 2 iv~&, Kviu=m}, Isism
spaces h£(s£), v 6 I, and , v eI:
and C is some numerical constant which does not depend
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on the funct ion u and the geometry of the simplex S^, Mel. 
Again, for the special cases of the Lagrange and Hermite 
interpolation problems and in accordance with the formulae 
(2-189) and (2-190), the corresponding interpolating poly­
nomials are given, respectively, by the following functions:
Pu = £ u { a Y ) ( x ) , v eI
1=1 1 1
N 0 N 1 ui
Pu = % u(a?'')+?'*(x) + I E CPu(ay,1).Sv.;1] ^ ; I(x) +...
i»l 1 1 i=l 1=1 1 U . lfc
N x vi
... + I I [p\(aY'l).C%l]+%:\x) , v e I
i-i l-l 1 11
o^,lJ = Fv (a^) , 1 S i 5 Nu , 1 S u £ X, v e I.
All that is needed now, in order to determine the asymp­
totic order of convergence between the functions 
ueHp(S^), v e I, and Pu 6 H^CS^), v e I, for some integer 
m such that O s m s k ,  is to find an upper bound for the 
various derivatives of the mapping Fy - as well as its 
inverse Fy1 - in (2-191) under the assumption that Fy is 
a Ck-di£feomorphism ovor the simplex S^, vs I, (ie, the 
mappings Fy and f"1 are of class Ck (S^), v € I) as well 
as an upper bound for the quantity:
max j J>v (x) )/ min j Jpv (x) | 
xein xeln
This problem, however, is considerably simplified by 
introducing the following auxiliary linear mapping:
F* : x e S n - F*<x> e Rn . . .  (2-192)
where:
..
sucli that, if we assume that the first (n+1) points 
a^, 1 s i j n+1, of the set S^(k-l), v e I , constitute the 
(n-i-1) vertices of the simplex S^, v el, v;e always have:
F* (“j_) = ai' 1 s i 5 n+1, u e I 
and for all the other points:
F*(ii) = a?, n+2 s i s  N, v c I 
Then, the image of the reference simplex Sn under the 
linear mapping (2-192) defines the straight simplex:
which shares the same vertices with the simplex s", vs I, 
and the non-linear (in general) mappings (2-189) and 
(2-190) are respectively given as follows, in terms of 
the linear mapping (2 -192)
Fy = Fy + E ^(x) («j_""o^) , 1 S i SN, u e I . - - (2-133)
whexv:
= Fy (5^ ) , .Isi SN, v e I
°i = FV (ii) ' 1 s 1 5 No ' v e 1
tl'* = p V ( a ^ ,  l S i SMu, 1 S U S X ,  I S ^ v . ,  v cl
We note, hCTiriver, that whenever the simplex S^, v e I, is 
not curved, ie, the mapping Fu defined by (2-188) is 
linear, then, we obviously have;
Next, with every such simplex Sn , v c I , we associate the 
following two geometrical parameters:
h = diameter of , v e I 
" " . . .( 3-19
Pv = diameter of the inscribed sphere in , v c I
Then, for a regular partition A such that the regularity 
condition (2-128) is satisfied, we can obtain the asymp­
totic order of convergence over the simplices 1^, v el, 
provided that they do not differ too much from the simplices 
S*, vc I. Since, by definition of the linear mapping Fu , 
we always have for the first (n-i-1) points that:
-  aY = 0, 1 S i S n+1, v « I
a natural way of measuring this deviation between the 
simplices S^, v e I and S^, v e I , is to consider the 
difference:
a^ n+2 S i s N , v e I
where again:
(&^) , n+2 5 i S N , v c I 
However, for the Jacobi an of the mapping Fy , the following 
result holds:
| s |Jj, (i) | s 02|jj* (*) | . . . (2-196)
with the constants Cj and Cg explicitly given in [8],
and for the derivatives of the mapping F - as well as 
those of its inverse f ”1 - under the assumption that the 
linear mapping is Ck-diffeomorphism:
supltp’p (X)ll SKsuplltE1*^)!!3, ISjSk, v el . . . (2-197)
H  '  **n
and,
sup I P-^ F- 1 (x) I s L sup I 1 (x) I , 1 s j s Jc, v € I . . . (2-198) 
xeSn SeSn U
with, again, the constants K and L explicitly calculated 
and given in [8]. Then, for a regular partition A of the 
domain such that the geometrical parameters defined by 
(2-195) satisfy the inequality (2-128), we have that:
sup IIDF* (x) I = 0(hu) , v c l  . . . (2-199)
a natural way of measuring this deviation between the 
simplices S^, v g  I and S^, u g I, is to consider the 
difference;
aV - a^, n+2 5 i s N , u c I
where again:
“i “ Fv (“V  ' n+2 5 1 5 N ' v 6 1
However, for the Jacobian of the mapping P , the following 
result holds:
c, 13p. (i) | s 13 ^  (!) I s Cz I aF« ti) | . . . (2-196)
with the constants Ci and C% explicitly given in [8], 
and for the derivatives of the mapping - as well as 
those of its inverse p” 1 - under the assumption that the 
linear mapping Fy is Ck~di£feomorphism:
supHtPp (x)!l SKsuplfr"*^)!!3, ISjSk, v sl . . . {2-197)
fa§B v scin
with, again, the constants K and L explicitly calculated 
and given in [8]. Then, for a regular partition A of the 
domain such that the geometrical parameters defined by 
(2-1^5) satisfy the inequality (2-128), we have that:
sup It DP* I x) A = 0(hu) , m c I  . . . (2-199)
sup I OF (X) I = O t h ^ )  , V 6 I . . (2-200)
Finally, by combining the results (2-196), (2-197), 
(2-198), (2-199) and (2-200) with the estimate (2-191), 
wo get the following assymtotic estimate:
for any integer m with O s m s k ,  which gives the exact
partition A. The numerical cc: ctant C, moreover, which 
does not depend on the function u and the parameter hy , 
vel, is, of course, very difficult to compute explicitly, 
but nevertheless this fact does not lower the importance 
of the result (2-201) which simply expresses that the 
same order can be obtained in the approximscion, either 
over straight elements or over curved elements. Of course, 
one can easily notice that in the second part of (2-201) 
the full norm for the function u appears instead of the 
k-i-.i order derivatives only and this is due to the fact 
that one has to introduce, first the reference simplex 
Sn and then go back to the original simplex S^, v cl.
s C h^lull . . (2-201)
order of convergence over any simplex , vel, of the
PART III
ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION
3.1 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR CONFORMING FINITE ELEMENTS
3.1.1 A Model Problem
In this third and final part of our analysis we apply the 
previously obtained results on approximation in order to 
determine the correct order of convergence of the finite 
element approximation u^ to the exact solution u of the 
particular problem under consideration. Therefore, let 
us consider the following n-variable elliptic boundary- 
value problem of order 2m as a general model problem 
defined on a bounded and open subset n of Rn :
A.u(x) = 2 (-l)l6!D6[qa6(x)Dau(x)] = f(x) , x e n - - . (3-11
!“ !
subject to the Dirichlet conditions:
DSu(x) = 0, for all x e an, |e| sm-1 . . . (3-2)
whore the functions (x) arc required to satisfy 
certain continuity conditions over the closed domain 
fi; viz:
and are such that, there exists a positive constant Cj,
E / qi>s(x)Dctu(x)i/u(x)dx a-CVIull^  . . . (3-3)
l.i.l.i." '
Then, by integrating the inner-product term (Au, u)^ 
by parts (see eg. P.M. Prenter [19] p.266), we get the 
following result:
a(u,u) = Z f qag(x)Dau(x)D6u(x)dx + y(u,u) , u,ueVcHm(n)
IcI-IbN™
where the expression y tu,v) , generally a surface integral, 
vanishes because of the boundary conditions (3-2) which 
have to be satisfied by the functions u,u e V. Therefore, 
the following formula:
a(u,u) = Z S qaB(x)Dau(x].D6u(x)dx . . . (3-4)
I a | , |e|smS2
defines a bilinear form on the product-space V % V and, 
because of the inequality (3-3), it sat.". f jes:
| a (u,u) | a Cjflu I , u e V . . . (3-5)
H  (£2)
for some positive constant Cj, which expresses the ellip- 
ticity condition of the problem. On the other hand, one 
can easily see that:
| a (u,u) | = | / z qaj?(x)Dau(xjD8u(x)dx| £
£ max max|q (x) j S / Dau(x).DSu(x)dx = C2IIu||2 . Thus,
la(u,u) | s C2llul!2m , u c V  . . .  (3-6)
H (0)
where the numerical constant Cg = max . max|qa6 (x)|.
|a|,|B|sm xefi
Inequality (3-6) expresses the boundedness condition and, 
by combining the two inequalities (3-5) and (3-6), we get 
the following basic result:
CjHull'2 s | o(u,u) | s c2llu|; 2m . . . (3-7)
H (C) H (n>
for some numerical constants Cj and C2 r with Ci >0. The
double inequality (3-7) simply states, by the standard
definition of the equivalence norms, that the two norms
Hull and a (u ,u) are equivalent. The importance of
H (ft)
that result rests upon the fact that, once an estimate 
for the error in u - u^ has at first been derived in terms 
of the energy norm a(u,u) - this always is the case since 
the Ritz method is minimizing the appropriate functional 
with respect to that kind of norm - then, we shall use 
that inequality in order to compute an equivalent estimate 
for the error, this time, involving the Hm-norm.
3.1.2 Admissible Triangulation of 0
In order to outline once more the essential points of our 
previous analysis as well as to generalize them to include 
any kind of finite element instead of the n-simplex which 
was considered in the approximation problem of the pre­
vious part, suppose that the closed domain has been
replaced by a finite union of finite elements e. such that:
We say that this union of elements consists of an admis­
sible partition or an admissible generalized triangulation, 
usually denoted by T^, of ft if and only if it is such that: 
if e^ and c are two elements of the partition T^, then,
or e^n e^ = 0 or e^ n e^ = a common vertex or a 
common side.
With every such element e^ of the partition T^, we asso­
ciate the following two geometrical parameters:
he . = diameter of the element e^
p = sup {diameter of the inscribed sphere in e^}
. . . (3-8:
and we let:
h - max b. . . .  (3-9)
Then, we say that a sequence (Th> r h e h', where H denotes 
some collection of positive parameters h, of generalized 
triangulations of the domain fl constitute a regular family 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) the parameter h, defined by (3-9) , approaches 0, and 
%
rpi . . .  (3-10)
"i^'h
for all the generalized triangulations of the sequence
(T^}, he H, where the constant a dees not depend on the 
parameter h. The condition (3-10) can be regarded as a 
generalized form of the mo. e particular angle condition 
assumed by Zlamal [28] or that of the uniformity condi­
tion of G. Strang [23], which for the case where n = 2  
simply states that: there exists an angle &0 > 0 such that 
the interior smallest angle 8 found in all the triangles 
of the given triangulation , satisfies:
e 2 9g . . .  (3-11)
Next, for any such admissible triangulation of the domain 
fl, the method is applied, at first, over each element e^ 
at a time and, then, a result concerning the entire domain 
n can be derived by computing the several contributions 
from within all the elements.
3.1.3 The Error in the Energy Hnrm
For the error analysis the starting point is always the 
same; If the function u^ denotes tha finite element 
approximation and u the exact solution of the problem, 
it ic well-known that:
a(u~uk ,u-u,} = min a(u-o. ,u-u. ) . . . (3-12)
"h'Sh
ie, the approximate solution obtained over the subspace 
Sh cv is closer, in terms of the energy norm, to the exact 
solution u than any other function of the space S^.
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Then, since the problem of convergence of the Finite 
Element Method is a question in pure approximation theory 
in estimating the distance between the function u and the 
subsnace S^, or particularly between the function u and 
its interpolating polynomial, which is a member of the 
space S^, the essence of the entire analysis on the
approximation problem of the previous Part, is that:
given a function u<iIk (oi), restricted over an element 
e. e Th at a time, there exists a unique interpolating 
polynomial Pu such that:
llu-Pull _ s C h k "m [u[ . , for any 0<msk . . . (3-13)
Hm (e.) ei BK (e1)
for some numerical constant C which depends neither on the 
function u nor on the geometrical parameter he ., defined 
by (3-8). By adding the inequalities (3-13) over all the 
elements e^ into which the domain fi has been partitioned, 
together with (3-9), we obtain:
llu-Pull _ £ C hk n'|u| . , for any Osmsk . . . (3-14)
H (R) H (ft)
• -ere, again, the constant 0 does not depend on the func­
tion u and the parameter h. Then, the approximation error 
estimate (3-14) together with the minimum principle des­
cribed by (3-12) , will give us the starting point in 
order to give several error bounds for the difference 
u-uh - Indeed, from (3-12) , we easily get that:
a(u-u^,u-u^) 5 n(u-uh,n-uh), for all
and, by taking uh = Pu e Sh , that:
a(u-u^,u-u^) S a(u-Pu,u-Pu) , . . (3-15)
and we have now to compute an upper bound for the energy 
in the difference between the function u and its interpo­
lating polynomial Pu. For that, we make use of the defi­
nition of the bilinear form a(u,u) which is given by the 
formula (3-4); ie,
a(u-Pu,u~Pu) = Z /qag (x) Da (u-Pu) D11 (u-Pu) dx s
s max max|q (x) I E /Da(u-Pu) D (u-Pu)dx = C'liu-Pull 
where the constant:
C 1 = max max|qog(x)| 
| a | , | R j sm xefi
a(u-Pu,u-Pu) 5 G I u-Pull " . . .  (3-16
« (in
and we make use now of the approximating result (3-14). 
Therefore, by combining the inequalities (3-16) and 
(3-14), we have:
a(u-Pu,u-Pu) s C h2(k~m) iul2v . . . (3-17)
H (Q)
which is exactly an upper bound for the difference u~Pu 
in energy. Next, from (3-15) together with (3-17), we
jBL
can obtain a first bound for the error in u-u^ in terms 
of the energy norm:
a(u-u. ,u-u.) £ C h2(k~m) |u| v . . .  (3-18)
for any function u e (n) , where the numerical constant
C, as usual, does not depend on u and the parameter h 
and the integer m here denotes the order of the highest 
derivative which is involved in the bilinear form o(u,u) 
associated with the problem (3-1) - (3-2).
3.1.4 The Constant Strain Condition
There is an important remark which has to be emphasized 
as far as the convergence of the method is concerned: 
from the error estimate (3-18) one can easily see that 
convergence does occur when and only when:
k > m . . .  (3-19)
Inequality (3-19), in other words, means that any solu­
tion u which is a polynomial of degree m should exactly 
be reproduced by the finite element method. This con­
dition is known, among the engineers, as the nonstant 
strain condition and its validity has gradually been 
established from the numerical failures which wore expe­
rienced whenever it was violated.
3.1.5 The Error In the H -norm
Once the error bound (3-18) has been established, it is 
an easy task to give an equivalent estimate in terms, 
this time, of the Hm-norm. Indeed, from the ellipticity 
condition (3-5), we get:
... u
or, from (3-20) combined with (3-18), we obtain:
I U-U.ll 2„ £ C h2(k-ml|u|2, . . . ( 3 .
n Hm (fi) H (fi)
for any function ueH^(n) and some numerical constant C 
which does not depend on the function u and the space 
parameter h. Notice, however, that since convergence 
in the energy norm essentially means convergence in 
the m-th derivative of the finite element approximation 
uh to that of the exact solution u, this derivative is 
something special.
3.1.6 The Nitsche Trick
A different and somewhat more difficult problem arises 
from the possibility of estimating the rate of convergence 
in the s-th derivative, or in terms of the Hs-norm, 
where s may be smaller or larger than m. This approach 
requires the application of an elegant variational argu­
ment which was derived simultaneously by Aubin and Nitsche
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and is simply known as the Nitsehe trick. Following 
G. Strang and G. Fix [24], we shall prove that the cor­
rect order of convergence is not of h*" s , but it must 
also depend on the integer m as well as on k and s. The 
whole strategy in proving that consists of introducing 
an auxiliary differential equation of the same order 2m:
L a m  g . . .  (3-22,'
which, through the equation of the vanishing of the first 
variation, can be written as:
aU,u) = (S;U)L (p) , for all u e V c H (fi) 
Then,for u = u-u^ in (3-2 3), we get:
or since,
a(w,u-uh ) = o(w“uh ,u-uh)
a(u-uh ,uh ) = 0, for all uh e 
from (3-24), we have that:
|«(»-vh ,u-uh)I , |(g,u-uh>L ^  I
By applying the Schwarz inequality, in terms of the 
energy norm, on the left side of (3-25), ve get:
| o(ii)-Uh , U - U h ) I 5  ( 0 ( U - U j 1 ^ a<u_uh'u''uh) } ^  * 1 ' (3-26)
and suppose that the function vh is the best approxima­
tion to the exact solution w of the auxil:' .ry differen­
tial equation (3-22). We distinguish now between the 
following two possibilities as far as the order s of the 
derivatives is concerned, with respect to which an error 
bound for the difference u-u^ is sought, as well as the 
■'ther two parameters k and m. Thus:
1. For s S 2m-k : . . . (3-27)
Then, for any function u e Hk (n), since:
or, by definition:
it follows that:
(«)
Therefore, if denotes the best approximation to 
the exact solution w, from the approximation estimate
(3-17), we have that:
(a(u-uh , w-uh )) ^  s wih { 2 th- s ) - m j
"(0)
(3-28)
for any function w eH?ra“s (tt).
On the other hand, from (3-18) , we haves
(a(u-Uv ru-u. ))^ 5 C2hk m |u| , . . .  (3-29)n n
Tor any function u = H (fi). Then, from the inequality 
(3-26) combined with (3-28) and (3-29), we get:
|.| . _ . ,3_K,
<fi) H ($1)
Next, since the. solution w of the differential equation 
(3-22) is always 2m derivatives smoother than the data
' "' s— / ' " a —
from (3-30) together with (3-25) and 3-31), we have:
I (g.u-u,) |s C h K gfl _s |u| k
n L2 ($2) B (0) H (0)
r, by tpking the maximum in (3-32) over the space 
s (fl), we obtain:
' (9 ‘u'uh>L (fi) 1 k-s , ,
gcH ($)) H (£2)
Thus, for the first case where sa2m-k, we have:
j-ull „ £ C hk slu| v , for anv function ueH^n) . . . (3-33)
^  HS(n) f^m)
2. For s s 2m-k . . . (3-34)
Then, again, if the function uh is the best approxi­
mation to u>, for any function w e Hk (ft) , we have that:
(a(tii-uh /to-uh>) " s C!hk m | (u| k . . .  (3-35)
and, on the other hand, for any function u s Hk (fi) we
(o (u-xi. ,u-u- )) ^  s C2hk m | u| t . . .  (3-36)
h " HK (n)
Thus, from (3-26) combined together with (3-35) and 
(3-36), we get:
|a(w-uh ,u-u ) | <C h2(k~m) M  |u| . . .  (3-37)
h h H (n) K^ (fi)
Next, for any function « c Hk (rt), since; 
by definition, we have that:
'"'a*,., " " V ,
or, by considering the basic result (3-31), that:
Thus, from (3-25) combined with (3-37) and (3-38) , 
we get:
and, by taking the maximum in (3-39) over the a; vvc? 
Fs (Q) , we obtain:
I ... |
Therefore, for the second case where s £ 2m-k,
for any function u e H (n). finally, by combining 
the two results (3-33) and (3-40), as far as the 
rate of convergence is concerned we can write that;
lu-al .0(ht-' + h'"'-=')
^ n=(o>
for the H^-norm. Nevertheless, it happens that - 
with the majority of the cases in practice - the 
first term in (3-41) governs the rate of convergence 
and this agrees with what naturally is expected from 
the approximation theory.
3.1.7 The Error in Displacement
For the particular case where s = 0, the error in dis­
placement - or the error in the Lg-norm - can be derived 
by following almost the same steps as those of the above 
analysis. Therefore, suppose that the auxiliary problem 
(3-22) is again given and also suppose that the data g 
now is taken to be equal to the error u-i^. Then, by 
the vanishing of the first variation:
a («»v) = (Q) ' for all u * V
and, by taking u = u-u^:
“ (“ '“ —V  = <"-“h'u - V L 2 (0) " lu-Uh ,Lj<0) • • • (3‘42)
Then, since always:
a(u-uh ,u-uh) = a(M,u-uh) 
from (3-42) , we have:
U(»-V u-tlh) | =«»-VJL2((l) ’ ■ ■ ,3"43>
By applying the Schwarz inequality to the left side of 
(3-43), w p get:
| a (ui-uh ,u'uh ) 1 s (a (u-uh ,M"0h ) ) ?!o (u-uj^.u-’^ )  ) ^  ■ *^3 44^
Thus, for any function u e and for the usual case
in practice where k' > 2m since, by definition:
Hk (n) c H2m(fi> 
it follows that:
and, if uh is again considered to be the best approxima­
tion to the exact solution w of the auxiliary problem, 
we have;
H (Q)
On the other hand:
(ct(u-u. /U-u, ) ) ^  s C2hk Xn|u[ v , for any u e Hk (fi) . . . <3-46) 
h h H <R)
Therefore, from (3-43) combined together with (3-44),
(3-45) and (3-46), we obtain:
and since:
iu| s lltill s k  IIgII = K  llu-u.il
H 2 m w  H ‘im(n) i,2 ta) n l 2 (n)
from (3-47), we get:
I u-u. I s c h* I u-u. I |u| v
* 1.2(0] h L 2 (n) H k (fi)
. . (3-48)
for any function u c Hk (tz) , which gives the correct order 
of convergence in displacement.
3.1.8 The Phenomenon of Superconvergence
Let us consider now the case where s < 0 and, in particular,
the case where s = -1. Then, by definition of the dual
from which, by taking the function u(x) = 1, we get:
or, the inequality (3-49), can be written as:
|/(u-u.)dx| s C liu-u.ll 
0 * H (fl)
for some numerical constant C, and by combining this 
result with the error estimate (3-33) for the usual case 
in practice where k>2m, ie, with the error estimate;
j/ (u-uh)odx|
ueH1(0) a\o)
|/ (u-u^dxl
. . (3-49)
we obtain;
(3-50)
which expresses the aveira© 
n. If we compare now the 
ie, the error in displace4
error over the entire d/1 
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of super convergence at fi 
analysed by Dupont and Dc 
following estimate can esjs
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H*(0)
ror over the entire domain 
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nt at a point and the average 
i n $1/ we see that the second 
nd, therefore, it is expected 
iomain the error alternates 
problem of finding the so- 
n each element where such 
;"of great practical importance 
approximate solution will 
| accuracy. This phenomenon 
special points has been 
£las (see eg. [11]) and the 
rly be established.
lere x0 denotes one of these 
£es the fundamental solution 
iular point x0 , ie, GQ satis-
for all u s V
.(dg.ul - -
= .r 6 (X-Xp) u(x)dx = u (xQ) , for any u e V 
and a similar result holds for the approximating func­
tion uh , we have that:
utXol^tXo) = u(Goru)-a(G0 ,uh ) = o(Go,u-u^) =
= «(Go-u^,u-u^)
since,
ci(u-uh<uh) = 0, for all uh e Sh c V. 
u(x0) - u h (xQ) = a(G0-uh ,u-uh)
!u(x0) - uh (x0)I = |a(G0-uh ,u-uh) ] . . . (3-!
By applying the Schwarz inequality on the right side of 
(3-52), we get:
|u(x0) -uh (Xo) | 5 (a(G0-oh ,G0-uh))!i!(a(u~uh/u-uh))!s 
and since the term (a (G0-uh ,G0-uh) )31 will certainly add 
some finite power of the parameter h to the h*1 m obtained 
by the other term, the convergence of the method at the 
point x0 will indeed be exceptional.
3.2 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR NON-CONFORMING FINITE ELEMENTS
We extend the above convergence analysis of the Finite 
Element Method in order to include an extremely important
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case arising from the following situation: The finite
elements are non-conforming - it was stated at the very 
beginning and consequently assumed that the variational 
problem requires the trial functions to have a certain 
smoothness in order that they conform to the theory - 
and the space does not now constitute a subspace of 
the energy space V c Hm (R). When such a situation arises, 
the application of a particular test is all that is 
needed in order to determine whether or not convergence 
may take place. However, since the inclusion eV does 
not hold in this case, the rules of the Ritz procedure 
are violated and since:
«(uh .uh ) - f°r Uh t sh
the minimization process of the quadratic functional 
(1-18) can no longer proceed. To compensate, the technique 
consists of computing the energies within each element 
separately, by ignoring the interelement discontinuities 
of the trial functions and, then, to add together the 
results. In so doing, however, we have replaced the 
functional (1-18) by the following functional:
and the difference between (1-18) and (3-53) is that
La (n)
. . (3-53)
F(o^) = “ for non-conforming elements. In this case, 
the convergence of the method is no longer an automatic 
consequence of the approximation properties of the sub­
space Sj and it becomes an exception rather than the rule. 
However, since non-conforming elements have been success­
fully used to date - most commonly by the engineers who 
believe that the conformity requirement leads to compli­
cated finite elements - there exist a test , which was 
first devised by Irons and is Known as ‘.e patch test, 
which when it is passed convergence does occur. The 
patch test ■•••lys (see G. Strang and G. Fix [24] p. 174): 
Suppose that within a patch of elements the exact solu­
tion u is equal to a polynomial P^(x) of degree ms k-1.
Then, since the constant strain condition is still satis­
fied by non-conforming elements, this polynomial is ptesent 
at the subspace S^ and, therefore, the finite element 
approximation coincides identically with the polyno­
mial Pm (x). After that, the test consists of checking 
out whether the non-conforming finite element approxima­
tion u£, which minimizes the new functional (3-53) over 
Sh , is still identical to the polynomial pm <x) in spite 
of shifting from the function?.?. (1-18) to the new func­
tional (3-53). This is the test devised by Irons. G.
Strang in [23], however, has shown that if, for any poly­
nomial Pm (x) of degree ms k-1 and each non-conforming 
basis ^(x), the following equation holds:
«* (Pm (x) ,<#j (x)) = a(Pm (x> (x>> . . • (3-54)
then the patch test is passed and vice versa. Thus, what
we actually do in practice is to prove whether or not 
equality in (3-54) holds and, corresoondingly, we deter­
mine whether or not convergence doc -ccur.
By making the assumption hereafter that the patch test 
is passed, we are again faced with the problem of giving 
an estimate for the error between the exact solution u 
and its non-conforming finite element approximation u^. 
Indeed, if we make the additional assvnption that the 
function f is sufficiently smooth, by the vanishing of 
the first variation, we have:
a (uk ,uh) = (f,uh) , for all vh e Sh . . .  (3-55)
t-Z ($3)h ' h ' - ' ,vh'T.. ' 'LVJ- h h
Then, since:
a(f,u.) = (£/Uh) ' uh e Sh . . .  (3-56)
L2 (fi) h L2 (Q) h h
a(u,Uv) = <£ ruh ) ' uh e Sh . . .  (3-57)
n " 1.2 (C) * "
we can, as a first step torwards our final goal, easily 
prove that:
tu-u£,uh ) = o’5'(u,uh ) - a(u,uh)
Indeed, by using the equations (3-55), (3-56) and (3-57),
- ' W *  "
(u,u^ ) - = O (u,u^ ) -a(u,uh).
Suppose now that the function w e denotes the orthogo­
nal projection of the exact solution u onto the subspace 
S^, and consider the following triangle inequality:
The first part of this inequality is exactly an expres-
thereforc, we shall make use of this inequality in order 
to estimate an upper bound for the error by giving special 
attention to its second part. Then, by keeping in mind 
that the function <u is the closest element in Sh to u, 
the term:
precisely reflects the error in approximation and, thus:
| a {u-b!, u-w) | = min | a (u-o^ ,u-a>h) I 
“h‘sn
For the other term? viz: 
we note that:
j a (u-u^u-vy | £ |a (u-w,u-w) | + |a (w-u ,^w-u^ ) | . . (3-59)
sion of the error u-uh in terms of the energy norm and,
I a (u-w,u-w)|
= 1“ U-u^ ui-vy | . . (3-60)
Then, since:
(u-w/U^) = 0, for all
Ct (u-uh > = a (m ,oh ) for all e (3-61)
front (3-60) combined together with (3--61) and (3-58), we
Therefore,
|a*(u,u )-c<(u,u )|2
%«»h
and the inequality (3-59) can be written as:
. , * , ia*(u,uh)-a{u,a)|
)o (u-i^,u-^) I s rein Jo (u-«^,u-^) | + max— -------- ------
. . . (3-63)
Then, since from the approximation-theory results, we 
always have that:
inln |«*(u-w. ,u-m, ) | sC.h2^  |u| k . . .  (3-64)
for any function u <• (fi) and some numerical constant Ci,
the only problem that still remains to be solved is to
find an upper bound for the other term in (3-63), ie, for 
the term:
I a* (u,u '■ -e (u,uh ) | 2
for this, and in order to generalize the result given by 
G. Strang- and G. Fix in [243 p.180, we assume the following 
important convention: The new trial space of non-conforming
elements is regarded as a conforming one to which a number 
of non-conforming trial functions have been added. Thus, 
any function can be written as:
u (x) = I ( < a . 4 . (x) -i- I b ^ ^  (x)) . . . (3-65)
"l
* (x) t 2b (x)
"i «i
expresses the contribution within each element of the 
given partition Th of the domain n and the 1 s denote
the non-conforming basis functions which have been added 
to the set of the conforming basis functions. Note, 
however, that since the basis functions ^(x) in (3-65) 
are conforming, their contribution to the present kind 
of error analysis will be equal to zero. Then, within 
each element c 7^, we have.-
jo (u,uh) - o(u.uh ) j = | a (u, l bii|/i) - a(u, E bj^) 1 =
for some polynomial P^tx) of degree m s k-1. It is obvious 
from equation (3-54) that the inclusion of the polynomial 
into the above expression has not any effect whatsoever.
(a (U/iy -e{u,uh)L=l« -a(u-PnV, Eb^)! 5
i ei ei
e + |o(u-Pm, s
Thus, over each element e. e T. , we have:
By adding the inequalities (3-66) for all the elements 
e^ of the partition T^, we get:
I |o (u,uh >-a(u,vh )| = |a (u,uh)-a(u,uh) | s
C h m E |u| k I £b *.11
e.eT. H (e-) e, 1 1 Hm (e.) . . . (3-67)
Next, from (3-67) and by using the Schwarz inequality, 
we obtain:
Finally, from (3-63) together with (3-64) and (3-68), we 
obtain the following estimate for the error in u-uj^  in 
terms of the energy norm:
i „ i  . . .  u-«
n n r  (a)
for any function ueH*c(n) and some numerical constant C 
which does not depend on the function u and the geometri­
cal parameter h. From (3-69) we can see that the error 
of convergence of non-conforming elements which hav 
passed the test is the same as for the conforming ones 
considered in the previous section of this error analysis.
3 ..3 TWO ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
To conclude, let us consider the following two simple 
examples in one and two variables, respectively, which
illustrate tv some extent the process which is usually 
followed in practice in order to compute the approximate 
solution u^(x), as well as to estimate an upper bound for 
the error in u(x) - uh (x), where u(x) denotes the exact 
solution of the differential equation under considera-
1. Example 1
Consider the following ordinary differential equation of 
second order:
+ u(x) x, 0 < x < 1 . . .  (3-'
subject to the boundary conditions:
u (0) = u(l) =0. . . .  (3-‘
Its exact solution is:
u(x) = (e ^-e) ex + (e-e 1) e x + x . . . (3-:
and the associated variational problem is to minimize the 
following integral:
F(u) -;[<|S)2 + (u(x))?-2u(x).x]dx
over the infinite-dimensional space V c H  [0 ,1] defined 
by:
V = {u(x) e I^[0,l]:u(0) = u(l) = 0}
where:
H 1 [ 0 , 1  ]  =  ( u ( x )  : u ( x )  e L 2 C 0 , 1 ] ;  | ~ € L 2 [ 0 , 1 3 }
However, since it can easily be seen that the differential 
operator defined by:
A. u (x) = - + u {x)
dx
is a linear positive definite and symmetric operator, the 
Rayleigh-Ritz version of the Finite Element Method can 
be employed in computing an approximate solution of the 
problem (3-70) - (3-71). The infinite-dimensional space 
V is then replaced by a finite-dimensional subspace 
of V and for such a subspace in this example we consider 
the space of all the piecewise quadratic functions which 
are continuous at tho nodes belonging to the following 
uniform partition:
6:0 < h < 2h < 3h < 4h = 1 . . .  (3-74)
of CO,I] and satisfy the boundary conditions (3-71). A 
basis for the subspace can be constructed by introducing 
the following mid-points:
x — (23-1)11/2 , 1 s j s 4 . . . (3-75)
of the above partition A, in addition to the end-points:
x = j h , l s j s 4  . . .  (3-76)
Then, over the subspace S^, the quadratic functional 
(3-73) is replaced by the following functional:
Flu„> ' { [ (%-) + {uh (x))2 -2„h (x).x]dx
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or, subject to the partition (3-74) together with (3-75) 
and (3-76), by:
4 jh duh 2 2
F(uh) - $ / [(-#) +(uh(x)) -2uh (x).sGdx . . . (3-77)
h j-i (j-i)h ax h n
Over each sub-interval:
(j-l)hs x s jh, 1 s j s 4 
the quadratic function (x) e which equals at the
node x « (j-1)h,q^2^_1^y2 at x = (2j-1)h/2 and at the 
node x = jh is given by the following general formula:
+ iljV* (<j-«!-3’ +
+ i c.l (iitili- .'aj-DJqj, 1 , 3 5 4
. . . (3-78)
where,
P - “7(3 (2 j-1) +3(3-1) -i(j-l) (2 j -1) , 15 j 5 4 . . .  (3-79)
By performing a rigorous but simple computation on (3-78) 
and (3-79), we can get the following results:
jh duh 2 , , ,
(j-nn'Tf' + +
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qj-l
q (2j-l)/7
qj
' % | - i * j I / , * ] ]
2 1 -1/2
1 8  1 q(2j-l)/2 , is j 54
-1/2 1 2
_91
and,
jh
/ Uutx) .x dx= (q. . 
(j-l)h^ q 1 q{zj-l)/Z,qj)h
1/3
VG
, Is 54 . . .  (3
The matrix:
. . . (3-31)
known as the element stiffness matrix is replaced, over 
the entire domain [0,13, by a global stiffness matrix 
K 1 by adding together the resulting element matrices 
(3-81). Then, since the two extreme points q0 and q 
have to be discarded because of the boundary conditions 
(3-71), we get the following matrix:
q2/2
In exactly the same way, the matrix:
2 1 -1/2
1 8
-1/2 1
known as the element mass matrix is replaced, over the 
entire domain [0,1], by a global mass matrix:
; W ) 'dx - «Zi/, ,q, , q ^ ....
*1/:
9l
q3/2
Pin Lly , from (3-80) , we get:
,9,/,)r
where the vector F is given by:
F = h2 (l/3,]/6,V3,l/6, V3,V6,1/3)T . . . (3-84)
Thus, from {3-77) combined together with (3-82) , (3-83)
and (3-84), we obtain:
. - . (3-85)
The optime1 vector:
for which the above expre .3-35) attains its mini­
mum value can be computed if we differentiate that expres­
sion with respect to the parameters q3/2 '' * ,q7/2
and set the result equal to zero. This gives rise to the 
following liner- system:
KQ = F . . .  (3-86)
where the stiffness matrix:
yiA
q3/2 .
K = K0 + K 1
and the vector F is defined as in (?- 8-.) . By employing
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now the Gauss elimination procedure on the linear system 
(3-86), the optimal vector Q can easily be determined 
and,subsequently, the finite element approximation uh (x) 
to the exact solution (3-72),
Nevertheless, in order to give an upper bound for the 
error between the exact solution u and its approximation 
uh , it is not necessary to compute the approximate solu­
tion u^ explicity. Indeed, by recalling the minimum 
principle:
and by taking the function u^c S^, in the second part of 
(3-87), to bo the unique piecewise quadratic Lagrange
dance with its general definition given in (2-7) - which 
interpolates the values of the function (3-72) at the 
knots of the partition (3-74), we have that;
. . (3-87)
interpolating polynomial denoted by u|2  ^(x) - in accor-
. . (3-88)
Then, since:
H [0,1]
from (3-88) , we get the result;
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,u-u. ) s lu-u,12,l|2 . . . (3-89)
h “ 1 ni:o,i]
and the accuracy or the approximation <>:} depends on 
the smoothness oi the function u(x). However, since the 
data f(x) - x is a continuous function and the solution 
u(x) is always 2m derivatives smoother than the data f(x)
- where 2m is the order of the differential equation - 
from the approximation theory, we havo that:
I u-u.(2)l s c h2 | u|
1 H U  Jl3 E o f i3
for some numerical constant c, or, since by definitions
" " " ' " ' E H , . . ]  '
and the norm IID^ull^f-o i] oan bo Qomputed exactly since 
the exact solution u'x) is known. Therefore, from (3-89) 
combined with (3-90) , we get the following results
which expresses a first upper bound between the functions 
u and uh in terms of the energy norm. Then, since:
a (u-u. ,u-u, ) » I U-u,,ll • . . (3-92)h h h u ir0;i3
from (3-92) and (3-91) we get the following result in
terns, this time, of the -norm:
Hu-u.ll 5 C h 2H D 3uilr . . . .  (3-93)
which is an equivalent result to those given by (3-91).
This, however, is quits naturally expected since conver­
gence in the energy norm essentially moans convergence 
of the first derivatives of u(x) to those of u^(x).
2. Example 2
As a second, example, consider the following partial dif­
ferential equation of second order:
-Au = f, (x,y)c n =[0,1] * CO,1] . . . (3-94)
subject to the boundary conditions:
u{x,y) = 0, (x,y) s an . . .  (3-95)
Suppose that the function £ is a continuous function 
and there exists a unique solution u(x,y) to the problem 
(3-94) - (3-95). One of the most frequent applications 
of this problem found in practice is the torsion of pris­
matic bars (see eg C13] p.138) where the domain a repre­
sents the normal cross-section of the bar and 3i? the 
boundary of the section.
Then, the problem of computing the exact solution u(x,y)
of the differential equation (3-94) subject to the boun­
dary conditions (3-95) is again equivalent to that of 
finding that function u(x,y) which minimizes the follow­
ing functional:
Flu) = //[(|2)2 + (ti)2 - 2fu]dxdy . . .  (3
over the infinite-dimensional space V c H 1 (R) defined by:
V = (u(x,y) e H 1(n):u(x,y) = 0, x,y c 3fi}
where,
H 1(n) = (u(x,y):u(x,y) e L2 (fi): Du(x,y) e Lz (fi)}. 
However, since the differentia] operator defined by:
~A.u(x,y) - i£u(x^) . . .  (3
3x ay
is a linear positive definite and symmetric operator, 
the Rayloigh-Ritz version of the Finite Element Method 
can be employed and an approximate solution u^(x,y) to 
the exact solution u(x,y) can be computed in a process 
quite analogous to that outlined in the first example.
For a finite-dimensional subspace S ^ c v  we consider the 
space of all the piecewise linear functions which are 
piecewise continuous at the nodes belonging to the trian­
gulation of the domain n = [0,1] x [0,1] which arises when 
it is divided Into, say, 16 squares of side 0.25 and 
every such square in two triangles by the diagonal paral­
lel to the axe of symmetry of the second quadrant.
Moreover, ^motions of the subspace have also
to satis' ,ie boundary conditions (3-95) .
Thus, if by u^1  ^(x,y) we denote the unique piecewise 
linear Lagrange interpolating polynomial which interpo­
lates the values of the function u(x,y) at the nodes of 
the described partition, we have:
a(u-u^,u-u^) s a(u-uj^ ,u-uj^)
or, since:
= // (D(u-u(1)))2(3x(^' = l|D(u-u(1hlL ,Q) £ llu-u^ 11!!2
0 0 2 2 L 2 W  2 H l(a,
from (3-96,- -.e get the following result:
o (u-u. ,u-u. ) £ tlu-u,1,ll' • • • (3-
^  ^  2 HUfl)
Then, since:
II u - u (l,il s C hj u| . . . (3-
2 HMfl) H 2 (n)
for some numerical constant C, which is given through the 
general formula (2-88), from (3-99) combined with (3-100), 
we obtain:
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where the geometrical parameter h denotes the greatest 
side of the triangles in the described triangulation.
Moreover, since by definition:
" C o
where o = (ai,a2), |a| = ai+cta and D°u = — o ^ 'a'g, th® 
estimate (3-101) can be written as:
a(u-uh ,u-uh) < C h ^  $ |DeuB^2(n) . . . (3-102)
and, in order to give an a priori error estimate in 
(3-102), the problem depends upon the fact of whether 
or not we are able to estimate the unknown quantity 
I Daull ^  in terms of the data f of the problem. For 
our particular example, however, it can easily be seen 
(see Birman and Skvortsov Theorem [ID] o.234) that the 
differential operator defined by (3- -strongly co­
ercive, ie, there exists a constant i nat:
m  l.l
and therefore, from (3-102), we can get:
.[.-^,.-^1 . . . ( , - 103)
for some numerical constant C, which gives an upper 
error bound for the energy in u-u^ depending on the 
data of the problem only.
On the other hand, in order to find an estimate for the 
error in terms of the II1-norm, from Friedrichs's inequality 
(see [13] p.147), we have:
//r(|S)Z+ (|a)2]dxdy z k/nulx.yjj^xdy . . . (3-104)
for some constant k, which for our particular example 
here is equal to 1. Then, since:
by adding together the results (3-104) and (3-105) we
il s 2a(u,u) . . . (3-106)
a* (a)
Therefore, from (3-106) combined together with the 
estimate (3-103), we obtain the following result:
which again depends only on the data of the problem.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion which we draw throughout the preceding 
discussion is that ;he error bounds for finite element 
approximations to elliptic boundary-value problems are 
of the following form:
I! u-uhl s c hs |u|
where I • I and | • | represent the norm and semi-norm, respectively, 
of certain Sobolev spaces, h i s  a geometrical parameter 
which is closely related to the size of the elements that 
are used, C is some numerical constant which depends 
neither on the parameter h nor on the particular function 
u and the positive exponent s is the greatest possible 
exponent such that the above approximation estimate holds. 
However, although it is very difficult to give an explicit 
numerical estimate for the constant c, this is true even 
for the very simple cases, and the value of the quantity 
|•| can not be computed since the exact solution u is not 
known, the importance of this result is by no means in­
significant and it provides us with the exact order of 
convergence of the approximate solution to the exact 
solution u. Whenever we are aule to estimate the semi­
norm |u| in terms of the data of the differential equation, 
we obtain an et priori error bound which depends on the 
data of the problem only.
It has been stressed throughout the analysis the wide 
basis of the finite element process as a general approxi­
mation tool and, although a great many papers have been 
published in the past few years, this will obviously 
remain an area for active research in the years to come. 
The possibility, fur example, of obtaining uniform con­
vergence - ie, convergenge in the L -norm - of the 
approximate solution u^ to the exact solution u has by 
no means been completely analysed in the past and it 
remains an open question for the future researcher.
Also, a few theoretical papers dealing with non-linear 
boundary-value problems as well as time dependent prob­
lems have been published and they present a challenge 
to the numerical analyst who is particularly concerned 
with error estimates.
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